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HandsOn Connect 1-2-3 Quick Start VideosHandsOn Connect 1-2-3 Quick Start Videos
(Premium Portal)(Premium Portal)

These three short videos quickly give you an overview of the three main activities you'll be
doing in HandsOn Connect:

• How to create Volunteer Opportunities and submit them for publication on the
public website

• How to confirm and schedule volunteers for 'express interest' and 'to be scheduled'
opportunities

• How to report and verify volunteer attendance

1.1. How to Create a Volunteer OpportunityHow to Create a Volunteer Opportunity
Creating a volunteer opportunity is quick and easy using the Create Volunteer OpportunityCreate Volunteer Opportunity
widget.

There are three types of Volunteer Opportunities you can create:

• Date and Time Specific Opportunities (Video 1A)
• To Be Scheduled Opportunities (Video 1A)
• Individually Scheduled Opportunities (Video 1B)

The new "Individually Scheduled Opportunity" (ISO) type is meant as an improved, replacement
for our older 'To Be Scheduled" (TBS) opportunity type. We have left in instructions on working
with TBS opportunities for those of you with legacy opportunities in that format -- but
recommend that for newly created, ongoing opportunities, you use the new "Individually
Scheduled" opportunity type, which is more powerful and easier to use than the legacy "To Be
Scheduled" type.

Note: It's possible for this widget to be customized, so you may see more or fewer options in
your instance of HandsOn Connect than are shown in these videos.

1A. Creating a Volunteer Opportunity - ('Date and time Specific"1A. Creating a Volunteer Opportunity - ('Date and time Specific"
and 'To Be Scheduled" schedule types)and 'To Be Scheduled" schedule types)
Note: This video covers the creation of both Date and Time Specific Opportunities, and "To Be
Scheduled" opportunities. To Be Scheduled Opportunities are being phased out in favor of our
new "Individually Scheduled Opportunity" type. If you see an option in your wizard for the
"Individually Scheduled" type, you skip the part of this video that discusses "To Be Scheduled"
and view the next video which shows our easier, improved approach to ongoing, flexibly
scheduled opportunity, the "Individually Scheduled" schedule type.
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(See the written documentation below for additional information on creating volunteer
opportunities that include custom questions, skills and other optional features that may be
available in your version of the portal).

1B: Creating a Volunteer Opportunity:1B: Creating a Volunteer Opportunity: ("Individually Scheduled"("Individually Scheduled"
opportunity type)opportunity type)
Starting in April, 2016 many instances of HandsOn Connect will offer the new, "Individually
Scheduled" opportunity type in the Volunteer Opportunity Wizard. This is a significant
improvement in ease of use for partners scheduling volunteers for ongoing opportunities
where each volunteer may be scheduled to serve at different times. See this article for an
explanation of the three types of volunteer opportunity schedule. "Individually Scheduled" is
easier to use and more powerful than the older, "To Be Scheduled" opportunity type - and we
recommend you use it for creating opportunities that use ongoing, flexibly scheduled
volunteers.

To see how a volunteer expresses interest in Individually Scheduled Volunteer Opportunities on
the pubic site site optionally view this video: http://youtu.be/xyuXfqRWN20?hd=1

2. Confirming volunteers who have "Expressed Interest"2. Confirming volunteers who have "Expressed Interest"
In the first video above we created a date and time specific, "sign up" opportunity. For these
opportunities confirmation is automatic. No further action is needed on your part.

But for 'express interest' opportunities (whether Date & Time Specific, Individually Scheduled,
or To Be Scheduled), you'll need to confirm the volunteer and/or approve their schedule.

For "Individually Scheduled" opportunities, the volunteer has already proposed the date(s) and
times they wish to volunteer, so confirmation is quick and simple.

For "To Be Scheduled" opportunities, you'll have to contact the volunteer, determine when they
are going to attend, and manually enter the schedule yourself. We'll show you how to do this
as well, though using "Individually Scheduled" opportunities is easier for the continued
management of flexibly scheduled, ongoing volunteers. We recommend that you use the new
Individually Scheduled opportunity type to replace existing, legacy "To Be Scheduled" volunteer
opportunities. You'll find it much easier to manage your ongoing volunteers and know when
they are scheduled to attend.

This video shows you how to confirm and schedule volunteers in 'pending' status.

3. Verifying Volunteer Attendance3. Verifying Volunteer Attendance
After the project is over, volunteers are counting on you to verify their participation. This video
shows you how to quickly and easily verify volunteer attendance, either for one specific
occurrence, or for all your occurrences / Volunteer Opportunities at once with the new one-step
attendance reporting wizard introduced in April 2016.
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Getting Started: Logging in to your accountGetting Started: Logging in to your account
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Logging In and getting startedLogging In and getting started

Welcome to HandsOn Connect!Welcome to HandsOn Connect!

As a Partner Organization of an organization using HandsOn Connect technology, you'll
have special access to a "Partner Staff" portal for your organization where you'll be able to:

• Update your organizational information
• Create and request publication of volunteer opportunities
• Edit existing volunteer opportunities
• Monitor signs ups of volunteers for date & time specific opportunities
• Confirm volunteer participation for 'express interest' opportunities
• Schedule volunteers for ongoing volunteer opportunities
• Email volunteers
• Report attendance and service hours
• and more.

Because HandsOn Connect websites can be customized in a number of ways, not all the
features described in this manual may be available to you, and the exact navigation shown
here may be different in your circumstances.

Additional features may be available in some organizations.

The layout and colorization of pages as shown in this manual may be different from what
you see in your portal.

But this guide will introduce you to the basics of working with HandsOn Connect!

Let's get started!
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You will receive two email notifications from your hostYou will receive two email notifications from your host
organization when your partner account has been approved.organization when your partner account has been approved.

One email will notify you that your request has been approved.

The second email will notify you of your user name (This will be your email address), and a
temporary password.

There will be a link to the website of your host organization in the email.

In some cases -- you may instead receive specific instructions from your host organization that
an account has been set up - and that in order to receive your temporary password you'll need
to enter your email address and click the "Forgot Password" button. Just follow whatever
instructions you're given in the email(s) you receive.
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Go to the website and on the home page, click on the LoginGo to the website and on the home page, click on the Login
widget on the top right of the page and enter your usernamewidget on the top right of the page and enter your username
and temporary password.and temporary password.

The temporary password is case-sensitive - so type it carefully.

Click on login. The first time you do this, you'll be prompted to reset your password for
security reasons.

Change your password screenChange your password screen
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You will now set your permanent password. It is case sensitive, so don't forget it! This is the
password you'll use in the future to log into the site.
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Overview of the Home Tab and HandsOnOverview of the Home Tab and HandsOn
Connect user interface (v3)Connect user interface (v3)

Here's an overview of the typical elements found in the HandsOn Connect Portal.

The layout in the portal you are using may be different as colors, tabs, and sidebar
components can be customized by each host organization.

There are TabsTabs across the top (These are navigation to the various objects you'll have
access to), as well as matching navigation along the bottom.

There is a Left SidebarLeft Sidebar with a number of elements to help you in working with HandsOn
Connect.

When you have successfully logged in you will arrive at theWhen you have successfully logged in you will arrive at the
HOME tab in the Partner Portal.HOME tab in the Partner Portal. Here's a brief overview of theHere's a brief overview of the
elements in the portal.elements in the portal.

MAIN BODYMAIN BODY
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1. The main part of the home has basic instructions on how to use the site.

LEFT SIDEBARLEFT SIDEBAR

2. Site Managed by:Site Managed by: The 'host organization' who is managing the site will have their logo here.

3. Create Volunteer OpportunityCreate Volunteer Opportunity -- this is where you'll find the Volunteer Opportunity Wizard.
This is what you'll use to post the volunteer opportunities you wish to have appear on the

public site. Just click on the link "Create Volunteer Opportunity."

4. Report AttendanceReport Attendance - Click on the link "One Step Volunteer Attendance Reporting" to open a
page where you'll see all the connections that are ready for attendance to be verified. Click
here for instructions on reporting attendance.

5. Confirm and Schedule Volunteers -Confirm and Schedule Volunteers - a shortcut to a report showing all connections where
volunteers have expressed interest and are awaiting you to confirm their participation.

6. Recent Items -Recent Items - a list of the last 10 records you've looked at or edited. Clicking on a recent item
will bring up its record.

7. SearchSearch -- this search box will enable you to search for any records you have created, and for
volunteers who have signed up or expressed interest in your volunteer opportunities. You can
also do an advanced search from here.

8.8. Tabs and HyperlinksTabs and Hyperlinks

Clicking on a tab or on the corresponding hyperlink at the bottom of the page will take you to
the various objects and record types in the system. They are:

- Home -Home - the page you're on now. (Notice that the tab you are on is highlighted)

- Volunteer Opportunities -Volunteer Opportunities - All the records of the volunteer opportunities you've created.

- Connections -Connections - A connection is a record of the relationship of a contact (the volunteer), the
specific date and time they are attending a volunteer opportunity (which we call an
'occurrence'), and the status of that connection. It also contains information on the hours that
have been served, and any feedback a volunteer gives.

- Locations -Locations - the names and addresses of one or more places where your volunteer
opportunities will take place.

- Reports -Reports - This is where you'll find reports that you can run to get information about all your
data in HandsOn Connect. These reports can be viewed on the website, or exported to excel or
.csv files.

- My Organization -My Organization - Information about your organization. (The info here can only be edited by
the primary contact for your organization).
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Note: The tabs available to you may appear in a different order, and may include fewer or
greater tabs than what is figured here depending on the business processes your Host
Organization has established for its partner organizations.

9. Switch to Volunteer PortalSwitch to Volunteer Portal

Clicking here will take you back to the public website that volunteers see. You can search for
your volunteer opportunities, and view other site content.

To update your personal information, click on "Switch to Volunteer PortalSwitch to Volunteer Portal" and then navigate to
the My AccountMy Account tab on the public site, and then click on the Personal InformationPersonal Information link on the left
navigation. You can also change your password here!
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Creating Volunteer OpportunitiesCreating Volunteer Opportunities
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HandsOn Connect offers three types ofHandsOn Connect offers three types of
Volunteer Opportunities you can createVolunteer Opportunities you can create

There are three different "Schedule Types" for recruiting and scheduling volunteers.
Choose the type that's best for how you schedule and manage volunteers.

Date and Time SpecificDate and Time Specific
Use this type of schedule when you need a certain number of volunteers, all of whom will be
volunteering on the same date, start time and end time. You can create one or more
‘occurrences” of dates and times for this opportunity. Use this type of schedule if you need, for
example, 5 volunteers every Monday from 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm. Date and Time opportunities can
be full sign-up (volunteers who meet age and other restrictions are automatically confirmed) or
you can make it ‘express interest’ where you can review and manually confirm the volunteers
for the occurrence’s specific date and time. When a given occurrence is full, volunteers have an
option of being added to a wait list in case space opens up. Best schedule type for multiple
volunteers at a specific time, and easiest for both volunteers and administrators.

Individually ScheduledIndividually Scheduled
Use when you have a flexible schedule of when you need volunteers. You define a range of
times when volunteers are needed (i.e. Monday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm) on an ongoing basis.
Volunteers can express interest in the opportunity and propose one or more times they are
available to attend within the schedule you’ve defined. You then simply confirm the volunteer if
you approve of their proposed schedule. No need for phone calls or emails to arrange
schedules. Each volunteer for this opportunity can be scheduled to attend on a different date
and time based on their availability. Volunteers can express interest for this opportunity as
often as they like making this ideal for ongoing volunteers when scheduling can be flexible.
Starting by mid-year, you'll also be able to create schedules for volunteers administratively if
you prefer. This schedule type is best for scheduling ongoing volunteers on a variable schedule,
and makes managing individual volunteer schedules easy! (Note: volunteers must express
interest individually, team signup is not included in this schedule type).

Note: This schedule type is new as of April, 2016 and may not be available yet in your instance
of HandsOn Connect. If its not available, speak to your system administrator and can enable it
for you.

To Be ScheduledTo Be Scheduled
Our older version of ongoing scheduling. You are alerted that a volunteer has expressed
interest, but details of when and how often the volunteer will attend must be worked out by
you via follow-up phone or email to the volunteer. Volunteers can only express interest one
time in a “To Be Scheduled” opportunity, so subsequent tracking of this volunteer has to be
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managed by you administratively. We recommend reposting your previous ‘To Be Scheduled”
opportunities with our new improved “Individually Scheduled” type, but this remains an option
if you don’t wish to track and manage your volunteers and their schedule.
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Creating a "Date and Time Specific" VolunteerCreating a "Date and Time Specific" Volunteer
OpportunityOpportunity

Volunteer Opportunities are always created using the Create Volunteer Opportunity link in
the "Create Volunteer Opportunity" widget on the left sidebar on the page.

In this step-by-step flow, you'll be able to create all required elements of a volunteer
opportunity, as well as one or more occurrences (dates / times / location) that the
opportunity takes place.

NOTE: The flow for creating volunteer opportunities can be customized to include
additional fields of information, so your version may have more or fewer fields than in the
documentation below.

Click on the Create Volunteer Opportunity LinkClick on the Create Volunteer Opportunity Link
Clicking on this link will open a 'flow' that will take you step-by-step through creating a
volunteer opportunity.
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Define the Volunteer OpportunityDefine the Volunteer Opportunity

1. Give the Volunteer Opportunity a Descriptive Name

2. Describe in detail what the project is about and as much information as possible about what
volunteers will do. (This will be a 'text' description - but you optionally add hyperlinks, photos,
and styles to the description after the opportunity is created and before you publish it. Click
here for information on optionally editing the opportunity description subsequently.)

3. Opportunity Coordinator:Opportunity Coordinator: This is the person who will be in charge of managing the volunteers
at this project. They will receive emails notifying them of volunteer signups and removals, and
will be listed on the public site as the contact for this opportunity. For partner projects the
picklist will indicate all valid contacts related to that organization. For affiliate managed
opportunities, the list will include your staff, your organization's volunteer leaders, and the
partner organization's contacts who have partner portal access.
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Define the Volunteer Opportunity (continued)Define the Volunteer Opportunity (continued)

1. Location:Location: A picklist of all locations used for Volunteer Opportunities by the managing
organization is available to choose from. If the location doesn't already exist, the last item on
the picklist should be chosen "Add a Location (next step)" - which will allow you to create a new
Location for this Volunteer Opportunity.

2. Primary Impact Area:Primary Impact Area: Choose one from the drop down list.

3. Populations ServedPopulations Served: (optional). Choose one or more populations that benefit from the
service, and click on the right facing arrow to move them to the 'chosen' list. The chosen list can
remain blank if desired.

4. Project or Activity -Project or Activity - A project is a volunteer opportunity that will result in service hours. An
Activity is any other opportunity you may which to make available to volunteers such as
recognition events, trainings, social, etc. If you choose Activity you will be presented with
another screen subsequently asking additional definitions of the type of activity you are
creating.

5. Disaster Opportunity Type:Disaster Opportunity Type: By default, "Not Disaster Related" is selected for you. However if
you wish to designate the opportunity as an emergency preparedness or Disaster Response &
Recovery related opportunity you can do so.

6. Minimum AgeMinimum Age -- what is the youngest age where a volunteer could attend on their own. (If
under 18 you can ask they bring a parental consent, but the parent doesn't need to accompany
them)
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Minimum Age (W/ adult)Minimum Age (W/ adult) -- to encourage family volunteering -- we'd like you to set the youngest
age where a minor could attend this volunteer opportunity while accompanied by an adult,
parent or guardian.

7. Schedule Type:Schedule Type: See this article on what schedule type to choose. In this case we're choose
"Date and Time Specific"

8. Search Characteristics:Search Characteristics: You can select one or none of the checkboxes that help define the
opportunity for search.

Click the NEXT button to continue.

Location ScreenLocation Screen

The location screen only appears IF you choose "Add a location" in step 1 above. Give the
location a recognizable name for future reference and put in the address information. The
Special DirectionsSpecial Directions field is optional and can be used to include parking directions and other
descriptive info.

(No need to put in a link to a map, a google map will automatically be created and published for
the location)
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Registration Type and occurrence defaultsRegistration Type and occurrence defaults

1. Registration Type:Registration Type:

There are two registration types to choose from:

• Sign UpSign Up - Sign-up registrations are ideal for date & time specific opportunities. You
specify how many volunteers you need, and volunteer can simply sign-up and commit to
attend on that date and time. The volunteer is automatically confirmed and receives
automatic notification via email that they are scheduled to attend. When all slots are
gone, sign-up is cut-off (though people have the option of being added to a waiting list,
which will automatically alert them if volunteers cancel and space becomes available!)

• Express Interest --Express Interest -- Choose this registration type if you want to review the volunteer
before confirming them for the opportunity. They will not be able to automatically sign-
up, but will just express interest. The opportunity coordinator will then receive email
notification whenever a volunteer expresses interest -- and will have to log-in and either
CONFIRM or DECLINE the volunteer for the opportunity. All "To Be Scheduled"
opportunities are automatically set to 'express interest' since you'll have to contact the
volunteer to arrange for a specific date and time for them to volunteer with you.

2, Minimum AttendanceMinimum Attendance is automatically set to 1. This is used for internal reference only and
can be set to any value. Maximum AttendanceMaximum Attendance appears only for date and time specific
opportunities. This determines how many people are allowed to sign up or express interest
before the project is marked as 'full'. (At that point, volunteers can choose to be added to a
waiting list)

3. Does this occur on a regular schedule.Does this occur on a regular schedule. If you select "no" you will have the opportunity to
create one or more individual occurrences (dates and times) when the opportunity will take
place. If you select "yes" you will be led through steps to create a series of occurrences that
take place in a regular pattern (weekly, monthly, etc.)

We'll select "No" here. but see further down for the steps if "Yes" is selected.

Click Next.
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When does the occurrence take place?When does the occurrence take place?

When you click on the Date field - a popup calendar will appear allowing you to select the date.
Choose a start time and and end time from the drop down picklists. Click NEXT.

Occurrence 'success' screenOccurrence 'success' screen

You'll see that your occurrence has been created, and now have the option to create and date &
time occurrence if you wish. Selecting yes will let you enter another date and time for this
opportunity. You can create as many occurrences as you wish by saying YES after each
occurrence. When you have no more to create, select NO and click NEXT.
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Thank you PageThank you Page

This ends the flow. Now click "Finish" and you'll be taken to the Opportunity Detail Page where
you will see that it has been submitted for approval to your host organization. You will receive
an email notification from them after they have published your volunteer opportunity.

You can optionally edit the opportunity description, and make other adjustments to the
volunteer opportunity if you wish. See the lessons below for more information on modifying
your volunteer opportunity.

The flow if you selected "Yes" to the question "Does this occurThe flow if you selected "Yes" to the question "Does this occur
on a regular schedule"on a regular schedule"
If you choose Yes when asked "Does this occur on a regular schedule" you are guided through
the steps to create a recurrence.

The recurrence flowThe recurrence flow

A recurrence can take place Daily, Weekly or Monthly. After making this selection and clicking
on NEXT you'll be asked to define the schedule of the recurrence.

Note: Do not create recurrences that have more than 52 dates or it will produce an error. Only
52 occurrences can be created at one time in a recurrence.
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follow the steps to define the pattern of your recurrence.
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In this example, we have created occurrences that take place on the 2nd Thursday or every
month from March to September (a total of 7 individual occurrences, all created through one
step!) After you click NEXT. you'll reach the Finish screen The opportunity will then be
submitted to your host organization for approval. You'll be notified by email when your
opportunity is approved and published for volunteers to begin signing up or expressing
interest.
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Creating an "Individually Scheduled" VolunteerCreating an "Individually Scheduled" Volunteer
OpportunityOpportunity
Creating an Individual Scheduled Opportunity (ISO)Creating an Individual Scheduled Opportunity (ISO)
Use the "Create Volunteer Opportunity" link in the left sidebar to create a new volunteer
opportunity.

Choose "Individually Scheduled" as the Schedule TypeChoose "Individually Scheduled" as the Schedule Type

Set the start date and end date of when you need volunteersSet the start date and end date of when you need volunteers

If you set a start date for the future - the opportunity will be published, and volunteers can
express interest, but they cannot propose dates to volunteer earlier than the start date.

We recommend not setting the end date more than 6 months in the future (you can always
extend the end date later on). This will prevent volunteers from making committments too far
into the future that they may have to change or cancel. Click Next
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On this screen you begin to set the schedule of when you needOn this screen you begin to set the schedule of when you need
volunteers:volunteers:

Choose a day of the week, and the time range during which you need volunteers and click nextnext.
You'll have the option to add additional days and times so that you can specify each day of the

week / time span when you need volunteers and they can propose their availability.

Example: if you say you need volunteers

• Mondays: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
• Wednesdays: 12:00 - 5:00 pm
• Fridays: 9:00 am: 5:00 pm

Then a volunteer could propose their interest in volunteering:

• On a Monday from 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
• Every Wednesday from 12:00 - 2:30

Volunteers would NOT be able to propose volunteering:

• On a Tuesday
• Wednesday from 4 pm - 6 pm

Add as many days / time ranges as you like to the schedule for thisAdd as many days / time ranges as you like to the schedule for this
opportunityopportunity

To add another day or time range on the same day - answer YES, and click Next. You'll be taken
back to the previous screen to add another day / time range.

When your schedule is complete, choose NO and click next.
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After choosing no, your opportunity is created and complete.After choosing no, your opportunity is created and complete. ClickClick
Finish.Finish.

You'll then be taken the Volunteer Opportunity Page

Editing the schedule:Editing the schedule:

If you wish to review and/or edit the schedule of when you need volunteers, you can do so from
the Volunteer Opportunity Page.

Click on "View Scheduler"

Scheduler PageScheduler Page

On the Scheduler Page you'll see the Start and End Date of the Individually Scheduled Volunteer
Opportunity, and the days of the week / time ranges when you need volunteers. This schedule
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page controls when volunteers can and can't offer to volunteer. You can edit the schedule at
any time by clicking on "Edit".

This is where you can change the days and times volunteers are needed. Editing the days and
times will not affect existing connections that have been proposed by volunteers, but will define
and limit when volunteers can propose a schedule in the future.

Click on Edit to make changes to the schedule:

Scheduler Edit PageScheduler Edit Page

1. You can create new schedule days / time spans by clicking Add Day & Time. Here I'm going
to add an additional schedule for Wednesday. (Notice that there is already a 9 - noon schedule
-- but we're taking two hours off for lunch, so we don't want volunteers from noon - 2) You
can add multiple schedules on this page by adding additional days and times.

2. You can remove existing days / times by clicking "Remove"

3. Click Save after you've edited the schedule.
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Saved view with new schedule added.Saved view with new schedule added.

Click on "Back to Volunteer Opportunity" to go back to the Volunteer Opportunity record.

Notes about Individually Scheduled OpportunitiesNotes about Individually Scheduled Opportunities

Individually Scheduled Opportunities are for individuals, not teamsIndividually Scheduled Opportunities are for individuals, not teams

Individually Scheduled Opportunities are likely to have a lot of connections associated with
them since a volunteer could potentially schedule themselves for up to 50 connections at a
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time. For this reason, we are not permitting team signups for these opportunities at the time.
(A Team of 40 people signing up for a schedule with 30 dates would result in 1200

connections!) That's not something we want to permit at this time.

Individually Scheduled Opportunities do not allow for custom questions.Individually Scheduled Opportunities do not allow for custom questions.

Custom Volunteer Opportunity Questions in HandsOn Connect were designed to get an answer
for one-time volunteers. Since Individually Scheduled Opportunities are intended to allow a
volunteer to express interest in many different dates over time, we don't want them asked the
same question over and over again. It would also generate many many of the same answers.
At this time, Volunteer Opportunity Questions cannot be added to Individually Scheduled
Opportunities. (Depending on demand, we may find a solution in the future where a question
would be asked only one time over the entire engagement with this opportunity).

How do volunteers propose their schedule of times they wish toHow do volunteers propose their schedule of times they wish to
volunteer?volunteer?

See this article for details on how volunteers will express interest in one or more dates they'd
like to volunteer with you. if you want to understand the process from a volunteer's
perspective.
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Creating a "To Be Scheduled" VolunteerCreating a "To Be Scheduled" Volunteer
OpportunityOpportunity

The "To Be Scheduled" Volunteer Opportunity type is the older, legacy version of managing
volunteers on an Ongoing Basis. It is still available but we recommend that most
organizations use the improved "Individually Scheduled Opportunity" type instead as it
offers greater ease of use.

For those of you who do not wish to track and manage your volunteers in HandsOn
Connect, you may still find yourself using TBS opportunities as a way of simply recruiting
volunteers. Here's how to create a TBS opportunity.

The Flow for "To Be Scheduled" opportunitiesThe Flow for "To Be Scheduled" opportunities

If an opportunity's schedule type is "To Be Scheduled" - you do not choose the dates and times
for all the volunteers. Rather - you are listing an ongoing opportunity where each volunteer will
be individually scheduled to attend at a time and date you mutually agree on. For To Be
Scheduled Opportunities, there is only one occurrence which serves as a time-sheet for all the
volunteers who sign up. Click here to learn more about To Be Scheduled Opportunities.
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Its a good idea, in your opportunity description, to give some general information about when
you need volunteers.

Fill in the opportunity detail and select "To Be Scheduled" as the schedule type. Click next and
you'll broadly define when you need volunteers.

The start date is the date you wish the opportunity to first be available on the site. The end date
is how long you will be recruiting and scheduling volunteers for this opportunity. (We
recommend you don't set the end date more than 6 months in the future, as it can be extended
at a later date, and you'll be reminded to make sure the information is still accurate when you
extend it subsequently).

Days and Times NeededDays and Times Needed: select one or more days and time of days to generally define when
volunteers can be scheduled for this opportunity.

Click NEXT and you'll reach the Finish Page. Your opportunity will be submitted to your host
organization for approval, and you'll be notified when its been published.
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Saved View of the Volunteer OpportunitySaved View of the Volunteer Opportunity
RecordRecord

Before Submitting your volunteer opportunity for approval - review the information in the
record, and optionally add extra info to the Search section. Here are the various sections in
the Volunteer Opportunity Record.

To EDIT an volunteer opportunity record - click on the EDIT button at the top of the page.

Volunteer Opportunity Overview dashboardVolunteer Opportunity Overview dashboard

1. Opportunity CreateOpportunity Created tells you the basic characteristics of the opportunity have been
successfully defined. (The checkmark to the left of each item tells us if its been done
or not)

2. Occurrence CreatedOccurrence Created - tells you that the opportunity has at least one occurrence
defined. (Occurrences are what show up for sign-up on the public site. An
opportunity without at least one occurrence will not appear on the public site).

3. Recurrence CreatedRecurrence Created - tells you if there is a recurring pattern of occurrences that has
been created in association with this opportunity

4. Total Active OccurrencesTotal Active Occurrences - tells you the total number of occurrences that are in Active
Status

5. Opportunity DescriptionOpportunity Description - Because this is unchecked, we know that the opportunity
description, which much be created using the WYSIWYG editor before an opportunity
can be published, is not yet created.

6. Opportunity CharacteristicsOpportunity Characteristics -- a few are always defined by the opportunity wizard -
but there are a few more you can add in the Search Section below.

7. Opportunity PublishedOpportunity Published - tells us whether or not the opportunity is published on the
public site.

8. Verifications Complete / Total Verifications DueVerifications Complete / Total Verifications Due - tells you whether there are any
outstanding verifications of service for occurrences now in the past. It's a good
business practice for you to always verify volunteer attendance and service hours.
Strive to have your total verifications due count always at zero!
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NOTE: For "Individually Scheduled Opportunities" this section of the page layout looks a bit
different.

Overview Dashboard for an Individually Scheduled OpportunityOverview Dashboard for an Individually Scheduled Opportunity

For Individually Scheduled opportunities, there are links to "View Scheduler" and "Create
Multiple Connections". These will be discussed in subsequent articles.

Individually scheduled Opportunities and the legacy "To Be Scheduled" opportunities do not
have options to create new occurrences or recurrences -- because only one occurrence exists
for these opportunity types

Voluneer Opportunity InformationVoluneer Opportunity Information

All the fields here were populated by the Volunteer Opportunity Wizard and cannot be edited.
The Posting Status tells you the overall status of this volunteer opportunity.

Search (Populate additional fields to improve search results)Search (Populate additional fields to improve search results)

Some of these details are filled out when you create the opportunity with the wizard. You can
optionally add a Maximum Age, Secondary Impact area, change the "Genders served" or "Age
Groups Served" or "Populations Served" to be more specific, and add a "Volunteer Activity Type"
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There are also checkboxes for "Suitable for Groups" "RSVP / Seniors" and "Court Ordered
Allowed" (if your host refers court-ordered volunteers. Checking these boxes make your
opportunity easier to find by volunteers searching based on these criteria.

Default Values that will be brought over whenever you createDefault Values that will be brought over whenever you create
new occurrences of this opportunitynew occurrences of this opportunity

Whenever you create new occurrences -- this info will automatically be brought over to each
new occurrence when it is saved. (Saving you entry time!)

If you wish the defaults to change - edit this section to set a different location or default
Opportunity Coordinator.

You can also alter the default minimum and maximum attendance.

Volunteer Opportunity Summary StatsVolunteer Opportunity Summary Stats

This section will 'roll up' statistics about all the occurrences of this volunteer opportunity. You
cannot edit anything here - but these numbers will automatically be populated for you.
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Related ListsRelated Lists

Below the Volunteer Opportunity record itself, you'll see lists of all the objects that are related
to the volunteer opportunity.

• Occurrences (the individual date and times and posting status of each occurrence).
(Note: To Be Scheduled Opportunities only have one occurrence associated with them
which acts as a time sheet over time)

• Recurrences (These are the groups of occurrences that you create all at once.) This will
not be present to Individually Scheduled or To Be Scheduled opportunities.

• Connections (These represent every time a volunteer (contact) connects to the
occurrence (a date and time when they will be volunteering).
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The Volunteer Opportunities Tab (v3)The Volunteer Opportunities Tab (v3)

Once you have created multiple volunteer opportunities, you'll always be able to access
them by clicking on the Volunteer Opportunities Tab in the portal.

Click on the Volunteer Opportunities tab to get access to allClick on the Volunteer Opportunities tab to get access to all
your opportunitiesyour opportunities

By default, you'll initially see a list of your most recently viewed Volunteer Opportunities. You
can also use the picklist on the right to change the list to "Recently Created" or "Recently
Modified" records.

Use the VIEW picklist to select what opportunities you'd like toUse the VIEW picklist to select what opportunities you'd like to
see (if the 'recent' list doesn't show you what you want).see (if the 'recent' list doesn't show you what you want).

Your host organization defines a number of different views to make it easy for you to find
volunteer opportunities you are looking for. This list will vary from site to site.
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Select ALL volunteer opportunities to get a list of all Opportunities for your organization.

If you would like additional 'views' to be available in your portal - contact your local system
administrator who can add these for you!

The ALL volunteer Opportunities viewThe ALL volunteer Opportunities view

You can sort on any of the columns by clicking on the header name.

This view gives you an 'at a glance' view of all your opportunities.

To access a specific opportunity record, just click on the Volunteer Opportunity name
(Hyperlink), and it will open the saved volunteer opportunity record, allowing you to view or edit
that Volunteer Opportunity -- as well as access its related objects (individual occurrences,
connections (i.e. the volunteers who have signed up or expressed interest), etc.

Click on the related list section of an opportunity to access aClick on the related list section of an opportunity to access a
specific occurrencespecific occurrence

Click on the occurrence ID link to get to the Occurrence Details of this particular opportunity.

It's in the occurrence record where you'll find all the volunteers who've signed up (the
connections)
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Editing Volunteer Opportunity DescriptionsEditing Volunteer Opportunity Descriptions

When you first create a volunteer opportunity using the "Create Volunteer Opportunity" link
- you put in a basic volunteer opportunity description which is text only.

However, if you want to make it a bit fancier, you can edit that description and add
boldface, italics, hyperlinks and more using our WYSIWYG editor.

On the volunteer opportunity detail page click on Add/ChangeOn the volunteer opportunity detail page click on Add/Change
DescriptionDescription

This will open the WYSIWYG Editor for the project description.

The WYSIWYG editor iconsThe WYSIWYG editor icons

An updated WYSIWYG editor was released to HandsOn Connect in the December 2015 release.
It is somewhat mobile responsive and resizes itself based on the width of your browser
window.

When in the editor - you'll see the name of what you are editing in the Top Left of the editor
window. (In the image above, we are editing the volunteer opportunity "To Be or Not To Be"

1. Source - allows you to see the html code. You can paste external code here or edit existing
code produced by the editor.

2. Cut and copy icons.
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3. Paste. Paste as plain text. Paste from Word.

(Be sure to use paste from word if copying from a word document.)

4. Undo and Redo.

5. Find and Replace

6. Select All and Remove Formatting. (Use the "Remove formatting icon to remove any
formatting you've added to the text)

7. Link (see below) and Remove Link.

8. Anchors (see below)

9. Insert Image (see below)

10. Tables

11. Horizontal Line

12. Smileys and special characters

13. Bold. Italic. Underline. Cross out

14. Bullets and numbered lists.

15. Indent

16. Blockquote (can also be accessed via style menu)

17. Alignment

18. Style (see below)

19. Font and Size. (if you want to deviate from the standard fonts and styles used by HandsOn
Connect. Note.. not all fonts will work for all users, they must have the font installed in their
machine for it to show up exactly as you specify it.)

20. Text color and background color.

Linking TextLinking Text
Select text or picture and click on the Link Icon. A popup will appear.

You can link to URLs, Anchors (see anchors below), or create a link to an email address.

Use the Target tab to define whether the linked page opens on the same page, or a new page
or tab.
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We recommend always using relative links for pages within the site. The friendly URL 'news'
would be linked as /news

You can define links as URLs, email links, or link to anchors you have inserted on the page.

Linking text or picturesLinking text or pictures

You can set the alignment, spacing width and height of images.
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The Upload Tab will allow you to upload images to the server (Make sure they are optimized for
web viewing. Large, non-optimized images will load slowly and take up a lot of data storage).

You can select from uploaded images by clicking on the Browse Server button and choose from
any previously uploaded image.

Once selected, you can enter alternative text, edit the size, place a border, define the spacing
around the image, and specify the alignment.

Note:Note: The ability to upload images is only available to admin users on the back end of the site.
Partners are not able to upload images.

AnchorsAnchors

Anchors are used for long web pages where you may want to link to a specific spot on the page:

Place your cursor on the spot where you wish to place the anchor and click on the anchor icon.

Give you anchor a name.

The anchor will be placed in the spot you indicated.

You can then link to the anchor by clicking on the text you wish to link, and selecting Anchor as
the link type.

If the anchor appears on the same page - you'll be able to see any anchors you've created on
the page in the anchor name picklist:
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If you wish to link to an anchor on another page you'll need to name to manually code the URL
for the anchor. The format is /pagename#name_of_anchor

Working with HandsOn Connect StylesWorking with HandsOn Connect Styles

The .css in HandsOn Connect has a number of defined styles. We recommend using these
styles to get a consistent, clean look to your web pages.

Here's what the different styles in the styles picklist look like when used on the site.
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Text StylesText Styles

Header StylesHeader Styles
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Blockquotes and other stylesBlockquotes and other styles

Working with styles if you create your project description in theWorking with styles if you create your project description in the
new Volunteer Opportunity Wizardnew Volunteer Opportunity Wizard
The updated Volunteer Opportunity Wizard ("Create Volunteer Opportunities") allows you to
create a text-based description as part of the volunteer opportunity creation process. It places
special code that will allow paragraph breaks to appear on the web.

If however, you wish to edit the description, and apply styles to it, you'll find that the style
seems to get applied to ALL the text, rather than just the paragraph or headline you want it to
appear to.

Here's what happens if you apply Header 2 to just one line of the description
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The entire description takes on the style :-(

How to add styles to descriptions created via the new Wizard.How to add styles to descriptions created via the new Wizard.
To prevent this problem from happening. Do the following before editing styles in the WYSIWYG
Editor.

1. Select all the text and format it as 'paragraph" from the style dropdown.

2. After doing so, you'll be able to select a single paragraph and apply a style to it, without the
other content being affected. Example: Now I'll pick the first paragraph and choose header 2
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Voila: It works!
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What happens during opportunity signup?What happens during opportunity signup?
(Partner Portal)(Partner Portal)

The following processes happen automatically when a volunteer signs up or expresses
interest in an opportunity on the public website:

The following occurs for the volunteer:The following occurs for the volunteer:

• Their "My Account" page is updated and the new Volunteer Opportunity is listed in the
Upcoming Opportunities section. There are links here to remove oneself from the opportunity,
manage team sign-ups (if acting as team captain who signed up multiple team members), and
the status of 'express interest' opportunities is reflected. A link to a webpage with full details of
the opportunity location is also available for confirmed opportunities.
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A confirmation email is sent to the volunteer with the VolunteerA confirmation email is sent to the volunteer with the Volunteer
Opportunity detailsOpportunity details

It includes a link to remove themselves if needed, and the full address of the location

They receive a reminder of their sign up four days before theThey receive a reminder of their sign up four days before the
Volunteer Opportunity occurs.Volunteer Opportunity occurs.
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They receive a thank-you email and a request for feedback theThey receive a thank-you email and a request for feedback the
day after they are scheduled to attend.day after they are scheduled to attend.

The following occurs on the administrative sideThe following occurs on the administrative side

The Connections Grid in the occurrence record is updated to show the new connection.

For Sign-UpSign-Up opportunities - the connection automatically appears in the Scheduled Volunteers
tab.

For Express InterestExpress Interest opportunities - the connect will appear in the Pending Volunteers tab.
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The Opportunity Coordinator is sent a notification that a sign-The Opportunity Coordinator is sent a notification that a sign-
up has occurred.up has occurred.

For Express Interest and To Be Scheduled opportunities - aFor Express Interest and To Be Scheduled opportunities - a
different email is sent to the Opportunity Coordinatordifferent email is sent to the Opportunity Coordinator
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For 'express interest' and 'to be scheduled' opportunities the opportunity coordinator receives
email notification that they should log into their account and review the connection.

Its up to them to them communicate with the volunteer and either 'confirm' their signup, or, in
the case on ongoing opportunities, to schedule them for a specific date and time to volunteer.
They should update the connection grid to confirm and schedule the volunteer.
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How volunteers sign up for IndividuallyHow volunteers sign up for Individually
Scheduled Opportunities (partner portal)Scheduled Opportunities (partner portal)

Individually Scheduled Opportunities appear on the pubic site as 'express interest'
opportunities. However, unlike 'to be scheduled' opportunities, they can specify the dates
and times they're available to volunteer. They can express interest in a single date and
time, or a recurring pattern of dates and times (i.e. Every Monday for the next two months
from 10 am - noon.) Volunteers can add to their schedule at any time making it easy for
volunteers to schedule themselves on an ongoing basis for this opportunity.

All connections created via the public site are subject to confirmation and approval by the
Opportunity Coordinator.

In search, Individually Scheduled Opportunities look like the oldIn search, Individually Scheduled Opportunities look like the old
"To Be Scheduled Opportunities""To Be Scheduled Opportunities"
The time is listed as "Open" and the frequency is listed as "Ongoing"

The Opportunity Detail Page provides specific informationThe Opportunity Detail Page provides specific information
about when volunteers are needed.about when volunteers are needed.
1. The dates when volunteers are needed are displayed. If start date is in the past, then the
text will read "Volunteers needed through...." (see 2nd screenshot)

2. The schedule you created is displayed so volunteers know what days and times you need
volunteers each week.

3. Messaging makes it clear that volunteers will be proposing their availability and the
Opportunity leader will review and confirm the dates they wish you to attend.

A volunteer clicks on "Express Interest" to proceed.
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How the dates needed appear after the start date has passed.

After clicking the Express Interest ButtonAfter clicking the Express Interest Button
You are asked "--How do you want to Express Interest?--" and have two options:
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Choosing "For a specific date and time"Choosing "For a specific date and time"
Allows you to create one date and time you wish to volunteer. The time you choose must be
within the schedule that has been listed for this opportunity. If you propose a time outside the
schedule you'll get a clear message explaining that its not a valid time.

Choose a date and time within the 'available time periods" and click express interest and you'll
reach the opportunity sign up Success Page.
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Expressing interest in a recurring pattern of dates (multipleExpressing interest in a recurring pattern of dates (multiple
connections)connections)
When a volunteer selects "For a regular, recurring schedule of dates" they have an interface
where they can select a day of the week, a start and ending date, and a start and End time.
They then click 'Add Date & Time" to indicate availability of that day of the week, at that time,
for that period of dates.

The Day of the Week selector is 'smart' and only shows days that are part of the schedule for
this opportunity. The default dates and time period are pre-populated but can be edited by
the volunteer so that they can self-schedule for any period of time within the time period you
need volunteers.

Here the volunteer has chosen Monday, from 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. as the recurring day they
wish to schedule. Once they click "Add Day & Time" it will be added to the schedule section
below.
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After clicking 'Add Date and Time" you can add additionalAfter clicking 'Add Date and Time" you can add additional
schedules if you wishschedules if you wish
In this case, the volunteer also wishes to volunteer on Wednesdays! And on Wednesdays they'd
like to volunteer from Noon - 2 pm.

Again they click, 'add date & time"

If they wish to change a schedule, they can click 'remove'.

This allows a volunteer to see all the days and times they are proposing before they submit the
schedule duration.

When the schedule is complete, set the start date and end dateWhen the schedule is complete, set the start date and end date
The start date and end date are automatically populated from today until the end date of the
opportunity - but in our case we only want to volunteer on Mondays and Wednesdays through
the month of May, so we update the Start Date and End Date to reflect the duration of time we
wish to volunteer for the schedule we're submitting.

After setting the Start Date and End Date - click the Express Interest button to submit your
proposed scheduled to the Opportunity Leader. The opportunity leader will then review the
submitted connections and confirm , decline, or reschedule them.
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The Volunteer will then reach the 'Success" pageThe Volunteer will then reach the 'Success" page
The volunteer will receive only one email notification that the connections they created have
been submitted for approval. (They will not get one for every connection they create during
one submission). The email template with the messaging to the volunteer can be found in
setup / administration setup / communication templates / email templates. This template is
called: "Opportunity Signup Acknowledgement for Individually Scheduled"

The opportunity coordinator will get only one email saying that the volunteer has expressed
interest in one or more dates and is awaiting confirmation. The opportunity coordinator can
then log in and review the connections that have been created and simply confirm or decline
them without having to contact the volunteer as to when they wish to volunteer. The email
template for this notification can be found in setup / administration setup / communication
templates / email templates. This template is called: "Volunteer Interest Notification for
Individually Scheduled"
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Creating Additional Occurrences andCreating Additional Occurrences and
RecurrencesRecurrences
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Creating an Occurrence (partner portal)Creating an Occurrence (partner portal)

Individually Scheduled Opportunities (ISOs) and To Be Scheduled Opportunities only have
one occurrence record. The one record is used to keep track of the various dates and times
volunteers are individually scheduled for.

Date and Time Specific Opportunities however, have a separate occurrence for each date
and time volunteers sign up. You can create additional occurrences one a time, or create a
series of occurrences by creating a recurrence.

If you wish to add additional occurrences to a date and time specific opportunity, you can
do so by clicking on the New Occurrence Button in the occurrence related list.

(We do not recommend creating separate occurrences for volunteer opportunities that take
place each and every day -- for those, creating an "Individually Scheduled Opportunity" or a
"To Be Scheduled" volunteer opportunity is probably a better choice.

Navigate to the Volunteer Opportunities Tab and choose a dateNavigate to the Volunteer Opportunities Tab and choose a date
and time specific opportunityand time specific opportunity

Choose the Volunteer Opportunity to which you wish to add the occurrence, and click on the
Volunteer Opportunity record hyperlink. This will take you to the Volunteer Opportunity Record.
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You can add a new occurrence in two ways:You can add a new occurrence in two ways: 1) Click on the link1) Click on the link
in the Volunteer Opportunity Overviewin the Volunteer Opportunity Overview

or 2)or 2) Scroll down to the Occurrences section of the page andScroll down to the Occurrences section of the page and
click the "New Occurrence" buttonclick the "New Occurrence" button

Volunteer Opportunity Name is auto populated for youVolunteer Opportunity Name is auto populated for you (Or use(Or use
lookup if its absent)lookup if its absent) Then add LocationThen add Location

There are only four fields required when you create a new occurrence.
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1. Volunteer Opportunity Name. (Click on the magnifying class icon and look up the name of
the volunteer opportunity. Since you were just on the volunteer opportunity record, it'll be at
the top of the list)

2. Location: (Look up the location name where this opportunity is going to take place)

Note: If you have not created the location for this occurrence yet, you will need to do this before
you go any further. You can open a new tab or window to while signed in to create a new
location. You can click here to learn how to add a new location.

3. Start Date & Time - End Date & Time. Note: These most be in the format xx/xx/xxxx x:xx pm
(The format is visible to the right of the fields)

The lookup popupThe lookup popup (for looking up Volunteer Opportunity(for looking up Volunteer Opportunity
Names, Locations, etc)Names, Locations, etc)

Clicking on the lookup icon (the magnifying glass) - opens a popup that shows you recently
viewed objects appropriate for that field. Click on the name of the Volunteer Opportunity you
wish to populate and it will be filled in for you in that field. (Note: If you know the exact
spelling of the Volunteer Opportunity - you can type it in instead of using the lookup to find it).
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You can now click save and save the occurrence.You can now click save and save the occurrence.

There are other fields in this record but when creating a new occurrence you can ignore them if
you wish. Here's what they are:

1. Status: Only used when canceling an opportunity (or making it inactive) that has already
been published.

2. Days and Times Needed: This will automatically be populated for you. It can be edited for
"To Be Scheduled" occurrences, but will be automatically populated for all date and time
specific opportunities and Individually Scheduled Opportunities.

3 and 4. Opportunity Coordinator / Registration Information. If left blank - the default
information from the Volunteer Opportunity Record will be brought over for you. If you don't
want the default opportunity coordinator or attendance for THIS occurrence -- you can enter
information which will override the defaults.

Click Save after filling the 4 required fields at top, or after editing an existing occurrence.
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Saved View of the occurrence we just created:Saved View of the occurrence we just created:

1. If the volunteer opportunity has already been approved and you are adding one or more
occurrences, you'll need to submit the new occurrences for approval.you'll need to submit the new occurrences for approval. Click on the "Submit for
Approval" link. This will notify the Opportunity Approval Mgr that you wish to publish an
additional occurrence. When it is approved, you'll be notified via email and the posting status
will be updated. (This is not necessary to do if you're submitting multiple occurrences before
the volunteer opportunity has been submitted for the first time.

2. Occurrence URL - this URL can be clicked on if you wish to see what the opportunity will look
like on the public site.

3. Location Details Page - this URL can be clicked on if you wish to see the 'location page' that
volunteers will be able to access for this location. (It includes a map and any special directions
in the location record)

4. The Occurrence Summary Stats will be automatically updated as you work with this
occurrence, volunteers sign up, and you verify attendance.

5. The "Connections Grid" will be populated with information about the volunteers 'connected'
to this occurrence - once they start signing up or expressing interest on the public site. More
details on this in a subsequent article.
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Creating a Recurrence (Partner Portal)Creating a Recurrence (Partner Portal)

A recurrence is a regular pattern of occurrences.

It is a useful way to create a number of 'duplicate' occurrences, that just vary based on
taking place on different days. For example: An opportunity that has occurrences on the
1st and 3rd Monday of every month.

Recurrences happen at the same location at the same time of day, just on different days...

You CAN edit the individual occurrences that this new recurrence creates, but in doing so,
you lose the ability to edit them as a group.

You can only create recurrences for date and time specific opportunities.

Navigate to the Opportunity where you wish to add theNavigate to the Opportunity where you wish to add the
RecurrenceRecurrence

You can use the Create a new recurrence in the Volunteer Opportunity Overview by clicking on
the "Create New Recurrence link"

Or you can use the "new Recurrence" button in the recurrences related list:
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Both options take you to the New Recurrence screen.

Occurrence Info and Coordinator InfoOccurrence Info and Coordinator Info

The name of the Volunteer Opportunity will automatically be filled in (if you created it from the
Volunteer Opportunity record). The default Opportunity Coordinator will be populated as well.
If you want the occurrences associated with this recurrence to have a different Opportunity

Coordinator - use the lookup icon (magnifying glass) to look up another OC in your
organization.

Leave the status set to Pending. It will automatically be set to 'awaiting approval' when you
submit the recurrence for approval.

IF your organization has been set up to not require approval from your host organization, then
set the status to ACTIVE if you wish to publish the occurrences immediately.

Enter the Start Date and End Date and Start Time and End TimeEnter the Start Date and End Date and Start Time and End Time
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Clicking on the Start Date field will pop open a calendar.

There are picklists for picking the start time and end time.

Set up the Type of RecurrenceSet up the Type of Recurrence

How often does this event recur? Remember, when you build each instance of the recurrence,
they have to happen at the same time once a day, once a week, or once a month. You want to
have 2 different times? Once the recurrence creates the series of occurrences, you can go in
and edit the individual occurrences. When you do that, however, the recurrence is broken and
you cannot edit them as a group anymore.

You can create monthly recurrences, weekly ones, or even daily ones.

NOTE: You can create more than 52 occurrences via one single occurrence. If the occurrences
are going to take place daily over an extended period of time -- you might do better to have
created this volunteer opportunity as a "to be scheduled" opportunity.

Further define the recurrence type:Further define the recurrence type:

When you chose the recurrence type, you'll have two more fields to update to specify which
recurring day of the month, or which day of the week, etc.. For example: monthly: Second
Wednesday of the month.

When choosing Days of Week, be sure to move the day or days you want from the available
column, to the chosen column. In the example above, this recurrence will take place every
week on Tuesday.

Set up your Sign-Up informationSet up your Sign-Up information
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The default information for min and max attendance, as well as registration cutoff in hours is
brought over from the volunteer opportunity. You can override these values if you desire.

Registration Start DateRegistration Start Date: When would you like people to open the registration for this
recurrence? In this case, registration starts on 12/1/2009

Registration cutoff (hours)Registration cutoff (hours) : How many hours before the start of this occurrence is registration
turned off? for example: 2 (hours). Just put the number in this field.

Location InformationLocation Information

This field is auto-populated with the default associated with the volunteer opportunity. If each
recurrence is happening in a different location each time, you need separate recurrences.
Remember: You can use the LookUp Button to find an alternate location - if the location you

need does not yet exist - create the location via the locations tab BEFORE creating the
recurrence.

You can choose to input a DescriptionYou can choose to input a Description

This is an internal field where you can put notes on the nature of the occurrence. This is for
internal reference only.
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Click Save and you will be able to submit the saved recurrenceClick Save and you will be able to submit the saved recurrence
for approval.for approval.

You have created a recurrence. You will be taken to the Recurrence page. Confirm all the
information and look to see that it has the related field: Occurrences at the correct Start and
End DateTime.

You will also see that a number of occurrences have been created.

In order to have this recurrence and its occurrences approved, click on the "Submit for Approval
Link".

Your host organization will review your occurrences, and after they are approved you'll get a
notification email that your new occurrences (created by this recurrence) have been approved
and are now available for sign-up.

NOTE:NOTE: Best practice in creating recurrences is to NOT create occurrences too far into theBest practice in creating recurrences is to NOT create occurrences too far into the
future.future. Things change. And you'll have to manually update a lot of the occurrences you
originally created. This gets harder to manage the more occurrences are involved. We strongly
recommend not creating recurrences that set dates more than 3 months in the future. You
can always add new recurrences or occurrences later on.

If you need to make changes in all the occurrences related to the recurrence -- editing the
recurrence record will update each of the opportunities automatically.
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Working with the Occurrence Record and itsWorking with the Occurrence Record and its
Connection GridConnection Grid
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Printing Check-in SheetsPrinting Check-in Sheets

When its time to lead a volunteer opportunity, you can print a check-in sheet of all the
volunteers who are confirmed for the occurrence from the occurrence record page

At the top of each occurrence page is a "Print Check-In Sheet"At the top of each occurrence page is a "Print Check-In Sheet"
buttonbutton

Clicking on this button will open a printable, .pdf file that lists all the confirmed volunteers for
the opportunity that you can use as a check-in sheet.
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Check-In Sheet:Check-In Sheet:

The check in sheet lists all the confirmed volunteers and contact information for easy reference.
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Managing Volunteers with the Connections GridManaging Volunteers with the Connections Grid
in the Occurrence Record.in the Occurrence Record.

The most powerful component in the Occurrence Record is the Connections Grid. it allows
you to view all the connections made to this occurrence, and to take actions on more than
one connection at a time.

The connection grid was updated in April, 2016 and provides greater ease of use for
managing connections for "To Be Scheduled" opportunities, as well as the newly introduced
"Individually Scheduled Opportunities" that will be rolled out to partner organizations in the
coming months.

Improved Connections Grid in the Occurrence RecordImproved Connections Grid in the Occurrence Record

1. The Connections grid shows you all the volunteers (connections) who have signed up or
expressed interest in your opportunity. The connections are organized into seven tabs:

• Scheduled Volunteers - shows all confirmed volunteers for connections that have not yet
taken place.

• Pending Volunteers - shows all connections in pending status (used for express interest
opportunities, where this tab will be selected by default for your convenience!)

• Waitlisted Volunteers - show all connections on the waitlist. (Note: This tab does not
appear for To Be Scheduled or Individually Scheduled as they don't have waitlists)

• Attendance Due - shows all confirmed connections in the past, where attendance status
is "please verify"

• Attendance Reported - shows all confirmed connections where the attendance has been
reported (this is essentially, the volunteer history for this occurrence)

• Declined Volunteers -- shows all connections with status "Declined"
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• Other Volunteers - shows connections that are missing date and times, a place where
you can correct the data errors.

2. Checkboxes allow you to select one or more volunteers you wish to 'take action' on, by using
one of the Actions Buttons (i.e. "Email Volunteers, Mark as Attended..."

3. Action Buttons (updates or initiates an action for the checkmarked connections)

4. Column headings allow you to sort connections based on any of the column headings.

5. Any cell with a black border around it can be edited. (In this view, "Guest Volunteers" can be
edited. So can Hours (though this field isn't editable until after you've reported and verified
attendance). Any changes to individual cells (black boxes), will give those cells a red border. To
save the changes in individual cells, click on the SAVE CHANGES button.

NOTE: There are additional columns available in the grid. To see them, horizontally scroll or use
the right arrow key to go to the right. (Macintosh users may not readily see the horizontal
scroll controls due to the way scroll bars are handling in OSX. (Columns not shown in the
above screenshot include:

• Guest Hours
• Decline Reason
• Role
• Team Name
• Rating
• Created Date

Scheduled VolunteersScheduled Volunteers
This tab shows you the volunteers who you have confirmed and scheduled for upcoming dates.
You can sort on the date and see at a glance who is scheduled to volunteer with you in the

coming days and weeks, and at what time.

If necessary, you can edit the date, start time and end time of existing connections from this tab
if desired. (You should notify a volunteer if you reschedule them for a previously confirmed
connection at a later date.)
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Pending VolunteersPending Volunteers
This tab shows you all the connections that volunteers have expressed interest in via the public
site. They are still in pending status.

For date & time specific, express interest opportunities,For date & time specific, express interest opportunities, the connections will all show the date
and time of that occurrence.

For Individually Scheduled opportunitiesFor Individually Scheduled opportunities, each connection proposed by a volunteer will show
up in the pending tab until you confirm it. You can

The date and times are already filled in for you and match the schedule you proposed so all you
need to do to confirm a connection is put a check-box next to it, and click on the "Mark as
Confirmed" button.

This is the tab you'll want to go to if you receive an email that a volunteer has expressed
interest in one or more dates for an individually scheduled opportunity.

When you confirm multiple connections for one volunteer all at the same time, only one email
will be sent letting them know that one or more dates they've expressed interest in are now
confirmed, and they can log into their account on the public site to see the days and time they
are now confirmed and scheduled for.

The email template sent for this communication is called: "Volunteer Status has been
confirmed for Individually Scheduled."

For any date you do not wish the volunteer to attend, you can put a check-box next to that
connection, and click "Mark Declined".

If you wish to reschedule a connection, email a volunteer from the grid, and go to the
connections related list to edit the connection before confirming it with the revised date and
time. (Or you can confirm the connection here, and then edit the date and time for the
connection when it appears in the Scheduled Volunteers Tab.

For To Be Scheduled Opportunities,For To Be Scheduled Opportunities, there will be only one connection for a volunteer who has
expressed interest, Note though that when confirming a volunteer for a TBS opportunity, the
opportunity coordinator will still have to go to the 'scheduled volunteer' tab and manually
schedule the date, start time and end time for the volunteer. Unlike the new Individually
Scheduled Opportunities - for TBS opportunities the date and time the volunteer wishes to
volunteer is not known and must be manually filled in by the Opportunity Coordinator after
they've contacted the volunteer via email or telephone to arrive on an agreed upon connection
date. (This is why we encourage everyone to start using the new Individually Scheduled
Opportunities as it makes confirming volunteers faster and easier!)
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Attendance DueAttendance Due
The Attendance due tab shows you all confirmed volunteers, whose connection date is in the
past, where attendance has not yet been reported. This tab makes it easy to find just the
connections that are due to have attendance reported. (You can also report attendance across
all occurrences of all opportunities with the new, One-Step Volunteer Attendance widget in the
left sidebar).

Click on the connections you wish to mark attendance for, and select either "Mark as Attended"
or "Mark as Not Attended"

Once attendance for a connection has been marked, the connection will be moved to the
Attendance Reported Tab.

Attendance ReportedAttendance Reported
In this tab you'll see all the connections that have been reported as either attended or not
attended. If you wish to alter the number of hours that are auto-populated when you mark
someone as attended, you can edit the hours in this tab. (By default, the hours will
automatically be filled in based on the duration of the scheduled connection. You can edit the
date, start time, end time, # of hours, guest volunteers and any other detail of a connection in
this tab.

This tab groups the past history of all attendance verified connections for this opportunity
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Declined VolunteersDeclined Volunteers
This tab will show you all connections that have been declined, either by you administratively,
or by a volunteer removing themselves from a scheduled date / time for this opportunity.

The 'mark confirmed' button makes it possible for you to return someone to either the
Scheduled Volunteers tab or the Attendance due tab in case you've accidentally declined them.

Other VolunteersOther Volunteers

Sometimes, for one reason or another, you accidentally delete the date and/or start time and
end time for a connection. This is bad data practice, but luckily it can be corrected.
Connections appearing in the "other Volunteers" tab are missing date info. Just fill in the date

info and click "Saved" to update the connection, and it will then be moved to the correct tab
(either Scheduled volunteers or Attendance Due".
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Using the Connection grid to send emails toUsing the Connection grid to send emails to
volunteersvolunteers

It's easy to email volunteers individually, or as a group, directly from the occurrence grid.

Any actions you take in the connection grid start by adding a check-box in the row for the
connection or connections you wish to take action upon.

Note: If you put a checkbox at the top of the column, it will automatically check ALL the
connections in that tab of the grid. Very useful for date and time specific occurrences -- less
useful for individually scheduled and to be scheduled where the same volunteer will be
scheduled for different dates.

We Then Click on the Email Volunteers button.
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A popup window presents the default text of a reminder emailA popup window presents the default text of a reminder email
for that occurrence, which will be addressed to each of thefor that occurrence, which will be addressed to each of the
selected contacts.selected contacts.

The email contains a number of merge fields to personalize the email with details of this
occurrence.

You can edit the message as you wish, adding additional content and/or deleting the default
information.

Click SEND to send the email to each of the volunteers.
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Confirmation pop-up.Confirmation pop-up.
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How to add 'guest' volunteers to an occurrenceHow to add 'guest' volunteers to an occurrence

Sometimes your registered volunteers will contact you notifying you that they'll be bringing
guests, family, or friends with them to volunteer and they'd like you to reserve space for
them.

Ideally, the volunteer would encourage their friends to sign up on the website and make a
genuine connection. Alternately, they could create a team, and as team captain they could
connect their volunteers themselves.

But sometimes they just call you and say, I'm bringing three friends. Sometimes they just
show up with the friends at the project. You want to track the service hours of these
anonymous volunteers, but don't want to create new contacts for these 'guests' -- so you
can add them to the connection grid as Guest Volunteers.

How to add Guest VolunteersHow to add Guest Volunteers (Anonymous volunteers)(Anonymous volunteers)

To do so, just put the number of guests in the Guest Volunteer column next to the person who
is bringing them.

Do this by double-clicking on the 0 in the Guest Vol column, and then put in the number. The
box will turn red to indicate the data has been edited.

Click SAVE CHANGES to record the changes to one or more connections. (If you do not save the
changes for any values that were edited before leaving the page, the changes will be lost).
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If you refresh the occurrence record (reload it by clicking onIf you refresh the occurrence record (reload it by clicking on
refresh on your browser), you'll see the summary info updatedrefresh on your browser), you'll see the summary info updated

Notice that in the summary here, there are only3 connections, but 6 volunteers are confirmed
for this opportunity. That's counting the 3 'guests". You can administratively add connections
and/or guests and bring an occurrence over its maximum number if you wish.

You can add Guest volunteers before the opportunity takes place (thereby using up some of its
available slots), or add them After the Occurrence takes place.

Note: The most accurate way to count hours (including guest hours for a 'total hours of service'
report is to count the stats from each individual connection - rather than the summary fields in
the occurrence record. These fields are shown here mainly for a 'info at a glance' perspective.
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Marking Attendance and verifying service hoursMarking Attendance and verifying service hours
(v3)(v3)

After an occurrence has taken place, best practices dictate that you should verify the
attendance and service hours of all confirmed, connected volunteers. This updates their
volunteer service history in their account on the public site, and updates their civic
transcript.

Place a checkbox next to each volunteer you wish to verify asPlace a checkbox next to each volunteer you wish to verify as
attendedattended

You can see these 4 volunteers all currently have an attendance status of "Please verify". Since
the opportunity is now in the past, you can verify their service. To do so, first check those who
HAVE attended. Then click the MARK as Attended Button. Their attendance status will be
automatically updated to ATTENDED and the hours of service will automatically be calculated
for them and for their guest volunteers (based on the duration of the occurrence).

Then repeat the process for anyone who did not attend In this case, Mike Marietta and his
three guests did not attend, and so we check his box, and click on Mark as Not Attended. (Tip:
to quickly see those who are not marked as attended, sort the column by Attendance Status,

and you'll see which are still in "Please Verify" attendance status

You want to ensure that no one is left with a status of "Please Verify". Then your attendance
will be completed for this occurrence. (Note: If you make a mistake, you can change a
connection back to "Please verify".
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The Hours for volunteers and any guests will be automaticallyThe Hours for volunteers and any guests will be automatically
calculated based on the start and end time of the occurrencecalculated based on the start and end time of the occurrence

If a volunteer stays longer you can edit the hours field and/or change the end time of the
connection for that volunteer.

Double click on the Hours field and edit as needed to award 'extra time' if appropriate.

A completed attendance RecordA completed attendance Record

Note: When volunteers post feedback from the public site, you'll see star ratings appear in the
rating column. Click on the related list of connections below the connection grid, to go to an
individual connection and read the feedback.

The statistics from the completed attendance information willThe statistics from the completed attendance information will
be rolled up in the summary fields after you've refreshed thebe rolled up in the summary fields after you've refreshed the
pagepage
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One Step Volunteer Attendance ReportingOne Step Volunteer Attendance Reporting

One Step Volunteer Attendance Reporting is a new feature introduced in April, 2016.

You can still report attendance one occurrence at a time via the occurrence's connection
grid - but with this feature you will be able to see all confirmed connections in 'please verify'
status that are in the past and now ready to have attendance verified. You'll be able to
verify attendance for all your occurrences across multiple volunteer opportunities, all from
one page! This makes reporting attendance quick and easy!!!

Why should you keep attendance reporting up-to-date? It updates your volunteer's records
and history so they can have an accurate record of their engagement with you - and your
reports of volunteer engagement will have meaningful information! You'll know exactly
how many hours each volunteer has contributed, and how much impact each project has.

How to access One Step Volunteer Attendance ReportingHow to access One Step Volunteer Attendance Reporting
On the left sidebar, you'll see a widget named "Report Volunteer Attendance" Click on the link
"One Step Volunteer Attendance Reporting" to launch the new one-step attendance reporting
page.

The One Step Reporting PageThe One Step Reporting Page
By default, all past connections in confirmed / please verify status will appear. If you've not
been regularly reporting attendance, there may be quite a few - but with this feature you'll be
able to quickly catch up on any attendance reporting for your volunteers. (

Features:Features:
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1. Use search filters to narrow the connections shown. You can search for all the connections
for a contact, or all the connections for a Volunteer Opportunity. (Note: the * character isn't
used for search here. If you put in Valerie for a contact name, you'll get anyone with the name
Valerie. If you type in 12th for Volunteer Opportunity Name - you'll get any opportunity with the
word 12th in it. )

2. Select one or more check-boxes to select connections and then 3) click on Mark as attended
or Mark as Not Attended. The connections will be updated and removed from the list of
volunteer attendance awaiting verification. (If no search results show up - then ALL your
connections are verified!)

4. Click the top box to select all the connections currently visible on the page.

5. You can choose to display 10, 25, 50 or 100 connections at a time. (Bottom of page). No
more than 100 connections can be updated at one time.
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Creating Multiple Connections for IndividuallyCreating Multiple Connections for Individually
Scheduled OpportunitiesScheduled Opportunities

For Individually Scheduled Opportunities (ISOs), volunteers are able to schedule themselves
for multiple connections (dates and times) from the public site. These are created in
pending status for you to approve.

Alternatively, if you wish to schedule volunteers yourself you can create multiple
connections administratively for ISOs. These connections will be in confirmed status since
you are creating them. Here's how to schedule a volunteer for multiple connections to an
ISO opportunity.

Click on the "Create Multiple Connections" link on theClick on the "Create Multiple Connections" link on the
opportunity or occurrence overviewopportunity or occurrence overview
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This opens the "Create Multiple Connections" page for that To BeThis opens the "Create Multiple Connections" page for that To Be
Scheduled Volunteer OpportunityScheduled Volunteer Opportunity

You can create multiple connections for a volunteer by doing the following:

1. This section tells you the details of the volunteer opportunity you've selected, including its
schedule and start and end date.

2. Use the lookup icon and choose the volunteer you wish to schedule

3. Pick a Day of the week, Start Time and End Time for the connections you wish to create.

4. Click the "Add Day & Time" button to add that day of the week to the schedule you are
creating which appears below (5). You can add additional days and times to the schedule by
picking additional days and times, and clicking on "Add Day & Time" each time until you have
the full weekly schedule for the volunteer.

Note: Even though the published scheduled here is for Mondays and Friday only, you can
administratively create connections for any day of the week, giving you the flexibility to
schedule volunteers outside of the published weekly schedule.

6. Indicate the start date and end date of the recurring connections defined in 5.

Note: You can create connections that occur in the past or in the future or both at once. But
you cannot choose dates that fall outside the start date and end date of the volunteer
opportunity / occurrence as shown in the summary in section 1. If you wish to schedule outside
those dates, you'll need to go to the occurrence record and adjust the start date and/or end
date of the opportunity/occurrence.
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7. Click "Create Connections" and the connections will be created for you and appear in the
connections grid. All connections created will be in 'confirmed' status. Those for future dates
will appear in the "Scheduled Attendance" tab, or any past connections will appear in the
"Attendance Due" tab where you can then mark the volunteer as attended.

Note: You cannot create more than 50 connections at one time. If you need to schedule a
volunteer for more than 50 connections at once, create 50 and then create 50 more separately.
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Working with connection records (v3)Working with connection records (v3)

While most work you do with connections can be done from the occurrence record's
connection grid and automatically created for you -- there will be times where you'll want
to edit individual connection records themselves.

If you are updating info on only one connection, this is often the easiest approach.

Use the Connections related list just below the connections gridUse the Connections related list just below the connections grid
and system info - to get direct access to any connectionand system info - to get direct access to any connection

Click on the Connection record ID - to go directly to the individual connection record.

Click on the "New Connection" button if you administratively want to add a connection to this
occurrence.
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Creating a new connectionCreating a new connection

1. Volunteer Opportunity -Volunteer Opportunity - use the lookup icon to look up the name of the Volunteer
Opportunity you are connecting to. (If you create the connection from the occurrence record,
it'll be the top opportunity on the list, and the Occurrence ID # will be filled in for you already.

2. Occurrence -Occurrence - If this is not filled in for you (for example, if you created the connection from the
connections tab and not the occurrence record), use the lookup icon to look up the Occurrence
ID number and select it. (Make sure its an occurrence of the volunteer opportunity you
selected in the prior field.

3. Contact -Contact - look up the name of the contact (volunteer) you are making the connection for.
(Note: Unable to find the name of the volunteer using the look-up window? This happens in

rare cases when you've never edited a prior connection with that volunteer or never viewed
their contact record. Find a connection for that person, click on their name, and after doing this
the first time, you'll always be able to find them via the lookup icon for future connections you
create administratively.) Clicking on the name of a person in the connection record also opens
their Contact record - so you can see additional information about the volunteer. It's a great
resource!

4. Role -Role - by default, volunteer will be selected. You can select other roles and add them if you
wish by selecting them in the 'available' column, and clicking on the arrow to move them to the
'chosen' column.

5. Status -Status - Choose the appropriate status for the connection. Some statuses will unlock the
Attendance Status and/or Decline Reason fields based on your selection

• Pending ApprovalPending Approval - This status indicates that a volunteer has expressed interest in the
opportunity, but that you have not yet confirmed them. You'll see this in connections
coming from volunteers who express interest in opportunities on the public site. There's
little reason to administratively create someone in pending approval status

• Confirmed -Confirmed - If the volunteer IS going to attend, or HAS attended. Then set the status to
Confirmed. You'll then have to select an attendance status of either:
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Please Verify:Please Verify: Always select this for connections in the future. It flags the
connection as needing verification at a future date.

Attended and hours Verified:Attended and hours Verified: Use this if the connection happened in the past and
they attended. (When you save the record, the Hours served (7) will automatically be calculated
for you.

Not Attended:Not Attended: Use this if the connection happened in the past and they did not
attend.

Canceled:Canceled: Use this status if the occurrence was canceled.

• Declined -Declined - This status indicates a volunteer has removed themselves, or you have
declined the volunteer when they expressed interest. Selecting this option will require
you to state a "Decline Reason"

• Waitlisted -Waitlisted - this status indicates the volunteer has requested to be put on the waitlist.

6. Guest Volunteers -Guest Volunteers - if a volunteer brings 'guests' who are not in the database. Use this field to
indicate how many guests they've brought. The number will be used to calculate guest hours
served and affect the overall impact and hours served for the occurrence.

7. Time Date Information -Time Date Information - these two fields will be automatically populated for date and time
specific connections based on the occurrence start and end date and time. For To Be Scheduled
occurrences - enter the start date and time (since all volunteers will be attending ongoing
opportunities at different dates and times)

8. Hours Served -Hours Served - This is populated automatically when you save the connection, based on the
duration of the occurrence, but you may manually enter a value if the volunteer served longer
than the stated times of the occurrence.

9. Feedback and star ratings:Feedback and star ratings: These will appear in the saved record when volunteers submit
feedback and ratings.
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Connections are usually accessed via the occurrence record --Connections are usually accessed via the occurrence record --
but they are also available through the connections tabbut they are also available through the connections tab

Clicking on the connections tab will show you the most recent connections in the system
(volunteer sign-ups).

Use the VIEW menu and the GO button to select from other views

In the ALL connections view you can sort on any of the header rows. Select the view and click
GO. This provides you with a quick glimpse of all your volunteer connections, past present and
future.

If there is a specific 'view' you'd like to have available -- contact your host organization - they can
create one for you!
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You can also create New Connections directly from this tabYou can also create New Connections directly from this tab

Alternately - you can click on the New Connection button on the Connections related list in the
occurrence record.
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Canceling or Rescheduling Occurrences - HowCanceling or Rescheduling Occurrences - How
to update existing connections (v3)to update existing connections (v3)

It's not unusual in the day to day business of managing volunteer opportunities to need to
cancel or reschedule an occurrence.

Doing so however requires thinking through two separate processes:Doing so however requires thinking through two separate processes:

1) Canceling the original occurrence itself so that no one else signs up for it, and it is no
longer available for signup on the public site.

2) Deciding what to do about any volunteers who are already signed up: "existing
connections"

NOTE: Keep in mind the following:NOTE: Keep in mind the following:

• Making a volunteer opportunityvolunteer opportunity inactive will result in ALL occurrences being no
longer visible on the public web site. Sign-ups will no longer be possible.

• Making a single occurrenceoccurrence inactive will result in that occurrence being no longer
visible on the public web site. Sign-ups will no longer be possible.

But remember that if you change an occurrence - you also have to consider the effect on
any existing connections for that occurrence!

Canceling an Existing OccurrenceCanceling an Existing Occurrence
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To 'cancel' an occurrence click on edit and then change its status to "Canceled". That will result
in the occurrence being removed from search and the public calendar. No additional volunteers
will be able to sign up.

The system will send an email to each connection notifying them of the cancellation.

Note: The field "Update all the existing connections?" which is shown in the screenshot above --
is no longer needed and has been removed from most instances of HandsOn Connect. If its still
there, just ignore it.

How to handle Rescheduling of an occurrence (i.e. moving theHow to handle Rescheduling of an occurrence (i.e. moving the
occurrence to a different date or time)occurrence to a different date or time)
Often, rather than outright canceling an occurrence -- what if you change an occurrence to a
different day or time? ("We are moving this scheduled occurrence to next Saturday" -- hope you
can join us.

Here is where business practice gets involved. What do you typically do? Do you:

1. Remove the volunteers from the 'old date' and send them a link to the new
occurrence date so they can sign up for the new date if they wish?, or do you

2. Assume everyone WANTS to be signed up for the new date and time and just move
the sign-ups to a date that the volunteer didn't originally agree upon?

Here's suggestions for handling both variations:

Variation 1: Change the date and notify volunteers of theVariation 1: Change the date and notify volunteers of the
opportunity to sign up for the newly rescheduled occurrenceopportunity to sign up for the newly rescheduled occurrence
1. Create a NEW occurrence on the new date and time -- make it active. No one is connected to
this new occurrence, yet.

2. Update the original occurrence as status = cancelled and say YES to update all connections.
This will remove them from their old connections and cancel email alerts, and update their

member account.

3. Email the volunteers and notify them the original date/time has been changed, and you've
removed their original sign-up. Give them the URL of the new occurrence so they can 'connect'
to it if they want to volunteer on the new date and time

We personally prefer this approach - as it preserves a record of the PRIOR cancelled
connections - as well as a record of the new occurrence and its connections. It also doesn't fill
slots by people who may not attend at the new date.
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Variation 2 :Variation 2 : Change the date and assume that the existingChange the date and assume that the existing
volunteers will want to stay connected on the new datevolunteers will want to stay connected on the new date

1. In the occurrence record change the start date and time and the end date and time. Click
Save. Doing so will move the occurrence date to the new date on the public site.

2. The system will send an email to all connected volunteers telling them the occurrence has
been rescheduled and giving them the new time.
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Express Interest OpportunitiesExpress Interest Opportunities
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"Express Interest" Connections - confirming or"Express Interest" Connections - confirming or
declining volunteersdeclining volunteers

When a volunteer signs up on the public site for an 'express interest' opportunity, an email
is sent to the Opportunity Coordinator letting them know that a volunteer has expressed
interest in the opportunity, and that they need to confirm the volunteer's connection. The
link in the email will take you directly to the connection record. (Be sure to log in first before
clicking on the link!)

The managing organization can view the pending connection in the pending volunteers tab
of the connections grid in that record, and email the volunteer directly if they want them to
do more before confirming them. (Example: You might ask them to submit to a
background check).

The volunteer coordinator will visit the occurrence record forThe volunteer coordinator will visit the occurrence record for
this volunteer opportunity, and can click on the PENDINGthis volunteer opportunity, and can click on the PENDING
VOLUNTEERS tab to see volunteers who have expressedVOLUNTEERS tab to see volunteers who have expressed
interest but not yet been confirmedinterest but not yet been confirmed

If they want to find out more about a volunteer, you can view their contact record:

In the premium portal - click on the volunteer's name in the connections related list below the
grid.

In the basic portal, go to the volunteers tab, and click on the name of the volunteer.
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In the contact record you can find out more about the volunteer, their contact info, phone
number, volunteer history, etc.

The coordinator can email the volunteer to ask questions toThe coordinator can email the volunteer to ask questions to
them before approving the opportunity if they wish.them before approving the opportunity if they wish.

Check the box of the volunteer you wish to email, and then click on the Email Members button.
(If you wish to email multiple volunteers at once, put a check box next to the name of each

connection!

An email screen popup opens with default text that sendsAn email screen popup opens with default text that sends
important information about the opportunity.important information about the opportunity. You can thenYou can then
add additional text and customize the message.add additional text and customize the message.

Click send to send the message automatically. It will be sent from YOUR email address, and
send to each volunteer you put a check box next to in the connection grid.
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To confirm a volunteer's participation in the occurrence put aTo confirm a volunteer's participation in the occurrence put a
check box next to the name of the volunteer you wish tocheck box next to the name of the volunteer you wish to
confirm, and then click the "Mark Confirmed" buttonconfirm, and then click the "Mark Confirmed" button

For Date and Time Specific opportunities the date, start time and end time will already be
populated for you.

For Individually Scheduled Opportunities, the date, start time and end time(s) the volunteer
wishes to schedule themselves for will be filled in for you.

For To Be Scheduled Opportunities, the date, start time and end time will not be correct (as
there is no way for the volunteer to indicate when they wish to volunteer. You must edit the
start date, start time and end time, and click SAVE CHANGES before marking the connection as
Confirmed. (This is why we suggest no longer creating volunteer opportunities with this
schedule type - it takes more work to confirm them :-(

Put a check mark next to the volunteer(s) you wish to confirm for the listed dates, start times
and end times, and click theMark Confirmed Button.

Doing this will move them from the Pending Volunteers Tab, toDoing this will move them from the Pending Volunteers Tab, to
the Scheduled Volunteers Tabthe Scheduled Volunteers Tab

We've now confirmed Valerie as a volunteer. Her attendance status is "Please verify" and will
remain that way until you mark attendance after the opportunity has taken place. (Note: if it's
a To Be Scheduled opportunity and you didn't update the date and times - it may show up in
the wrong tab as the dates will be inaccurate.)
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Back in the pending tab, After contacting Art Trout, we'veBack in the pending tab, After contacting Art Trout, we've
decided to decline him as a volunteer.decided to decline him as a volunteer.

To do so, check the box next to her name and click the mark Declined button.

Clicking the "Mark Declined" button gives you a list of options, so you can note why the
volunteer was declined.

If a volunteer removes themselves from an opportunity themselves (which they can do in their
member account), the connection will appear marked as DECLINED - Removed Themselves.

The declined status of a volunteer will appear in the "Decline Reason" column for easy
reference.

After selecting a decline reason, the volunteer will be moved to the Declined Volunteers Tab
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Using Reports to see Volunteers AwaitingUsing Reports to see Volunteers Awaiting
confirmation and scheduling (v3)confirmation and scheduling (v3)

Volunteers who have 'expressed interest' in opportunities that you set up as "Express
Interest" rather than "Signup" will be in pending status until you 'confirm' them as
volunteers.

In the case of To Be Scheduled Opportunities - you'll also need to schedule them for a time
to volunteer. (See To Be Scheduled Opportunities below)

To see a list of all volunteers who are still awaiting confirmation and/or scheduling, you can
run a report. The report is easily accessed from the left sidebar widget "Confirm andConfirm and
Schedule VolunteersSchedule Volunteers"

Click on the link to open the report "Volunteers Awaiting Confirmation". (You can also get to
this report directly from the reports tab -- but the link makes it easy to get there quickly)
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The "Volunteers Awaiting Confirmation" reportThe "Volunteers Awaiting Confirmation" report

Click on the Occurrence Record ID hyperlink (OC-xxxxxx) for each Occurrence where you have
volunteers who are still awaiting approval.

Then go to the connections grid in that occurrence record and click on the "Pending Volunteers"
Tab. You can can then confirm or decline each volunteer that is awaiting confirmation.

Return to this report until you have no confirmations that are still pending approval. Voila! All
your volunteer connections for upcoming opportunities are up to date!

Put a checkbox next to the name of one or more connections waiting to be confirmed, and then
click the Mark confirmedMark confirmed button. (or the Mark Declined button if you do not want them to
volunteer with you).
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Verifying service for self-reported connectionsVerifying service for self-reported connections
(v3)(v3)

Volunteers are able to report their hours of service to you in one of two ways:

• They may self-report hours for one of your listed opportunities and trigger an email
requesting that you verify their hours of service

• They can also report they volunteered with your organization for a Volunteer
Opportunity that you have not specifically listed or made available for sign up. If
they report they have done service with you, an email will be sent asking you to
verify hours of service for this Self-Reported Volunteer Opportunity.

The email an opportunity coordinator will receive when aThe email an opportunity coordinator will receive when a
volunteer asked for you to verify service for one of your listedvolunteer asked for you to verify service for one of your listed
opportunitiesopportunities

Log into your partner portal account and click on the link provided in the email. It will take you
to the occurrence record for the opportunity, where you can verify service in the usual way.
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Self-Reported hours by volunteers may already appear in theSelf-Reported hours by volunteers may already appear in the
connections grid, before you have verified them.connections grid, before you have verified them.

In this illustration, you've already verified Valerie's service on 3/1/2012 but not yet verified her
for 3/2. And yet, the hours for 3/2 are already filled in. That's because Valerie self-reported her
hours - which triggered the request for you to go in and verify her service officially. Just put a
check mark next to the record in attendance status "please verify" and then click the "Mark as
Attended" button to verify the hours she's self-reported.

The email your organization's primary contact receives when aThe email your organization's primary contact receives when a
volunteer reports that they've volunteered with yourvolunteer reports that they've volunteered with your
organization for an opportunity that you have not posted:organization for an opportunity that you have not posted:

Even though you didn't list this as a volunteer opportunity, Valerie stuffed envelopes for your
organization on March 1 and wants you to verify her volunteer service.

Log into your partner portal account and click on the link in the email to go directly to her self-
reported connection record.
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Note: Because self-reported opportunities like this don't have an opportunity coordinator -- the
notification email to verify this service is always sent to your organization's Primary Contact.

(If the Primary Contact doesn't regularly verify service for volunteers -- it will be up to the
Primary Contact to forward this email to the person in the organization responsible for verifying
attendance for opportunities NOT listed on the public site.

Click on Edit in the connection record, and update AttendanceClick on Edit in the connection record, and update Attendance
Status and Hours Served fields to verify the service.Status and Hours Served fields to verify the service.

1. You can see the name of the opportunity that the volunteer reported

2. Change Attendance Status from "Please Verify" to "Attended (and hours Verified)
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Waitlisted ConnectionsWaitlisted Connections
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How volunteers can join the waitlist forHow volunteers can join the waitlist for
occurrences that have no space remainingoccurrences that have no space remaining

Each occurrence of a volunteer opportunity has a maximum number of sign-ups that are
allowed, as defined in the occurrence record.

When an occurrence reaches capacity, volunteers are given the option of adding
themselves to a wait list for that opportunity. (Waitlists are for Date and Time Specific
Opportunities, but not for Individually Scheduled Opportunities where a volunteer can have
multiple connections)

In this example we see an opportunity detail page for anIn this example we see an opportunity detail page for an
occurrence that has no remaining spaceoccurrence that has no remaining space

If we click on Express Interest (or Sign Up for a full sign-up opportunity) we get a pop-up
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Warning that opportunity is full, and option to be added toWarning that opportunity is full, and option to be added to
waiting listwaiting list

If their are additional questions, we'll still be asked them on the next screen.

After clicking the submit button we'll be taken to a page that will notify us we're on the waiting
list.

Success Page for wait list connectionsSuccess Page for wait list connections
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Seeing who is waitlisted for an occurrenceSeeing who is waitlisted for an occurrence

When a volunteer joins the waitlist -- they are not sent an email but it does show up in the
"Upcoming Opportunities" in their account.

The Opportunity Coordinator is sent an email alerting them that someone has joined the
waitlist. The text of this notification can be edited in the email template "Notification of
Volunteer Wait List"

The Volunteer's View of their waitlisted connectionThe Volunteer's View of their waitlisted connection

Valerie can see she is on the waitlist for the 6/31/11 occurrence of Art Mentors. She has the
option of removing herself from the waitlist if she decides she won't want to join if space
becomes available.
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The Opportunity Coordinator's view of waitlisted connectionsThe Opportunity Coordinator's view of waitlisted connections

Waitlisted volunteers appear in the Waitlisted Volunteers tab of the connections grid in the
occurrence record.

You can administratively move someone from the waitlist to confirmed status by selecting their
record (Left checkbox) and then clicking the "Mark Confirmed" button. This will move them to
the confirmed volunteers tab.

Volunteers who are notified when space becomes available, who then signup for the
opportunity, have their connections automatically updated from waitlisted to confirmed.
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Notifications to waitlisted volunteers whenNotifications to waitlisted volunteers when
space becomes available in an occurrencespace becomes available in an occurrence

Whenever the number of connections for an occurrence drops below the maximum
number of signups permitted, a workflow sends an email to all volunteers who are in the
waitlist notifying them that space is now available for signup. The template used for this is
"Waitlisted opportunity now open"

Here's the default text (with merge fields) of the email sent toHere's the default text (with merge fields) of the email sent to
all volunteers when space becomes availableall volunteers when space becomes available

As the email states -- the available space will be filled up on a first come, first-served basis (Not
in the order that people were added to the waitlist). All waitlisted volunteers are notified.

The goal of this approach is to fill available spaces and bring the occurrence back to full as
quickly as possible!

Volunteers may arrive and find the occurrence is full again!

If space again becomes available - this email will be triggered again anytime there are spaces
available to fill up.
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Note: If you have people on the waitlist and can handle more volunteers -- just edit the
occurrence by raising the maximum number of volunteers for the occurrence. This too will
trigger the 'space available' email for everyone on the waitlist.

When volunteers who were waitlisted DO signup for the opportunity - their connection is
updated and they are changed to status = confirmed like any other connection.
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Other Tabs in the PortalOther Tabs in the Portal
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Working with the My Organization TabWorking with the My Organization Tab

The My OrganizationMy Organization Tab allows portal users to see the current information about their
organization.

The primary contactprimary contact for your organization has the added ability to EDIT the information on
this page, and to create additional users for their organization who can serve as
Opportunity Coordinators.

Other portal users in your organization will be able to view, but not edit this page.

Other portal users will have access to reset their password from this page - but that is the
only thing they'll be able to edit.

Note: Your version of the portal may have tabs in a different location and color scheme that
the one illustrated below.

Click on the My Organization Tab to access this screenClick on the My Organization Tab to access this screen

Click on the EDIT button to edit the information on this screen.
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Edit View of Organizational ScreenEdit View of Organizational Screen

Remember: Only the Primary Contact for your organization can edit this page:

A Record in HandsOn Connect consists of Sections (the blue dividing lines), and Fields.

You can change information by clicking or tabbing to a field, and updating the information.

Changed information is not saved until you click the SAVESAVE button..

Updating your logoUpdating your logo

You can update the logo that appears on the public site with your volunteers listings by clicking
on choose file and uploading a logo.

Logos should be 113 x 113 pixels square. Logos that are not square will be stretched and
distorted on the site.

Note:Note: There is a current bug in the system that is preventing users from viewing or uploading aThere is a current bug in the system that is preventing users from viewing or uploading a
new logo through this section.new logo through this section. To update your logo, please email a copy of your logo to yourTo update your logo, please email a copy of your logo to your
organization's system administrator or program manager.organization's system administrator or program manager.
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Primary Contact InfoPrimary Contact Info

If the Primary Contact is going to leave the organization, then they can lookup another person
on their staff, and designate them as the new primary contact for the organization. Once they
do this and save the record though, they will no longer have the ability to edit this page further.
That ability will be passed on to the new person designated as Primary Contact.

If the new primary contact is not already someone who has been granted staff access, then
create a new staff contact (see below), and wait for your system administrator to grant that
person access to your portal. You'll then be able to designate them as the new primary contact.

If the Primary Contact has already left the organization, then contact your system administrator
who can update this information for you administratively.

Default Opportunity CoordinatorDefault Opportunity Coordinator

The default Opportunity Coordinator for your organization is the person who will usually, by
default, be the person managing volunteers for your organization.

To update or set the Default Opportunity Coordinator, click on the magnifying glass icon.

A window will pop up allowing you to search for contacts within your organization.

By default you will see your most recently viewed contacts.
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Important:Important: Make sure that the Default Opportunity Coordinator is someone on your staff who
has been granted access and log-in to the partner portal. If they can't log in, they won't be able
to easily perform the responsibilities of the Opportunity Coordinator.

Adding a New Staff Person to your account and request accessAdding a New Staff Person to your account and request access
to the portal for them:to the portal for them:

Click on the Create New Staff Contact button to open the Contact Wizard.Contact Wizard.

Enter the First Name, Last Name, Phone Number and Email of the staff person you wish to add
and click Create Contact.Create Contact.
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An email will be sent to your host organization notifying themAn email will be sent to your host organization notifying them
you have added a new organizational contact.you have added a new organizational contact.

They will then have to grant log-in access to your customer portal to your new contact. When
they do - that person will receive a notification email with instructions on how to set their
password and access their account.
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Working with LocationsWorking with Locations

Locations are the records of WHERE a volunteer Opportunity takes place.

When you first create an opportunity using the Volunteer Opportunity Wizard, you have the
option of creating a location.

You can add additional locations so that future occurrences can be associated with
alternate locations where the volunteer opportunity takes place.

You can also edit existing occurrences - as well as put in additional information about the
locations.

Locations can be accessed through the Locations TabLocations can be accessed through the Locations Tab

When you fist click here you will see your more recently viewed location records.

Click on the GO button next to "All locations" to see a complete list of your locations.

You can click on the location name hyperlink to view or edit any of your existing locations.

Click on the "Create new location" button to create an additional location you can use in
association with your occurrences.
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Creating a new locationCreating a new location

Fill out all fields.

Zip/Postal Code:Zip/Postal Code: Must be a 5 digit zip code. Use the lookup icon to ensure that the zip code is a
legitimate and correct one in the database.

Special Directions:Special Directions: This info is shared with volunteers via email when they are confirmed for an
opportunity. It can be transit directions, or any useful information about the location.

Google Map URL:Google Map URL: If you put in a legitimate address, a google map URL will automatically be
calculated, and volunteers will receive a link that will show them a map of the opportunity
location.

Note: The address, map and special directions are not visible on the public site until after a
volunteer is confirmed for a volunteer opportunity. This helps to prevent volunteers from just
'showing up without signing up".
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After signup volunteers receive an email confirmation with aAfter signup volunteers receive an email confirmation with a
link to the location details. Clicking on the link will reveal alink to the location details. Clicking on the link will reveal a
screen like this:screen like this:

Volunteers can use this page to get driving directions directly via google maps!

Volunteers will also have a link to this location page in their Account Overview page.
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Accessing Reports (v3)Accessing Reports (v3)

Your Host organization may choose to make a variety of reports available to you via the
reports tab.

You cannot create reports -- but if there is reporting information that you need, contact
your host organization and they can create reports for you and give you access to them in
your portal.

To access reports, click on the Reports Tab

Report Tab viewReport Tab view

There may be more than one folder of reports visible in your portal. The folder with your
reports is likely to have the word "Partners" in its title.

Folders may be expanded or collapsed, so that you only need to have the folder relevant to you
open in the portal. (Click on the triangle to the left of the folder name.

1. If you know the report you are searching for, you can search for it by name.

2. You can open just one folder if you like by using the GO button

3. There are two general views available to you.... All ReportsAll Reports and Recent Reports.Recent Reports.
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Each report has a name - and a description that explains what the report will do.

4. Click on the Report NAME hyperlink to run the report. The Export button to the left will
download the report as an excel spreadsheet or .csv file.

View of a report.View of a report.

Report Generation Status:Report Generation Status: shows you the report has been run and will tell you if there are too
many records to display. (If that is the case, you'll need to export the report to see all records)

Show detailsShow details button, indicates that you are viewing a summary of the report, and clicking on
show details will show you additional information and fields in the report.

Hide DetailsHide Details will remove the detailed info, and just provide the overall summary.

Printable ViewPrintable View provides the report in a format that you can print directly from your browser. It
will download a file you can open in your browser and print from there.

Export DetailsExport Details allows you to export the report to either an excel file or a .csv file so that you can
work with the data externally. This also provides an easy way to export data out of the system.

Contact your host organization for more information on what reports they have made available
to you. The existing reports will have a description of their contents. Your host can add
additional reports to meet your reporting needs.
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Accessing the Public SiteAccessing the Public Site

When you first log in from the public site, you are taken into the customer portal. However,
you might wish to return to the public site to update your personal account record,
volunteer for opportunities managed by other organizations, or search for your or other
opportunities on the public site. To do this, use the "Switch to Volunteer Portal" tab.

Switch to Volunteer PortalSwitch to Volunteer Portal

Use the Switch to Volunteer Portal tab to return to the public site.
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You can now navigate the public site and use it as you wish. UseYou can now navigate the public site and use it as you wish. Use
the "Return to Organizational Portal" link to return to yourthe "Return to Organizational Portal" link to return to your
administrative portal.administrative portal.

You can update your personal information in the "My Account"You can update your personal information in the "My Account"
section of the public website.section of the public website.
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Here you can update your personal info including your home and work address, phone
number, email address, etc.

You can search for and view your active volunteer opportunitiesYou can search for and view your active volunteer opportunities
by using the Find an Opportunity Tabby using the Find an Opportunity Tab
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Use the "What would you like to do" filter - to view all yourUse the "What would you like to do" filter - to view all your
opportunitiesopportunities
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You can also access your opportunities by using the BrowseYou can also access your opportunities by using the Browse
Organizations Tab and looking up your organization record onOrganizations Tab and looking up your organization record on
the public site:the public site:

Click on your organization name to see your organizational record.
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Your primary contact can update the information that appears here in your customer portal by
clicking on the My OrganizationMy Organization tab.

Click on the green link to See all your volunteer opportunities that are active on the site.
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Advanced Volunteer Opportunity features thatAdvanced Volunteer Opportunity features that
may be available in your portalmay be available in your portal
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About Advanced FeaturesAbout Advanced Features

HandsOn Connect offers a lot of advanced volunteer management functionality. To keep
the system quick and easy for partners to use, many features may be disabled and
unavailable to you. However, if you receive extra training, your host organization may give
you access to a number of custom fields, volunteer opportunity and occurrence features
that are not normally available. This Chapter of the manual will cover some of the features
that may be made available to you.
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Custom Questions for Volunteer OpportunitiesCustom Questions for Volunteer Opportunities
(v3)(v3)

Volunteer Opportunities of any type can ask "custom questions" as part of the sign-up
process if this feature is enabled in your portal.

If you'd like to get more information from a volunteer when they sign-up or express interest
in an opportunity, create 'questions' that will appear as part of the sign-up for that specific
Volunteer Opportunity.

If you are posting a 'to be scheduled' opportunity - a good practice is to create a custom
question that asks something similar to this: "We need volunteers in the afternoon,
Mondays - Friday" -- when would you like us to schedule you to come in and volunteer.
Please propose a date and time and let us know how long you can attend."

How to add a custom questionHow to add a custom question

Click on the "New Volunteer Opportunity Question" button to open up the Question edit screen.

Some pages may also have an "Add Question" button at the top of the page which may also be
used to open the Question edit screen.
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Select or Create your questionSelect or Create your question

By default, the Volunteer Opportunity you were viewing will be auto-populated. This is the
opportunity the question will be associated with.

You can then select an existing question that you have previously created using the "Select
Question" lookup or you can click on the "Create" button to create a new question.

The Create Button will be found all the way on the extreme right side of the windowextreme right side of the window (in this
illustration we've shrunk the window size to make it easier to read).

If you are creating a new question, you need to first select the TYPE you want to use:
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State the Question and the options available as answers:State the Question and the options available as answers:
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Set the order, and whether it is required and activeSet the order, and whether it is required and active

Order:Order: Place a number here. Multiple questions with the same opportunity will be placed in the
order based on the contents of this field. (We recommend making the first question 10, second
20 etc... so that if you decide to add a question later that falls between them you can make its
order "15".

Required:Required: if checked, the question is not optional, and signup can not be completed until the
questions has a response to it. It will appears with an asterick (*) next to the question number.

Active:Active: Check this box to make the question active with the opportunity. If unchecked, the
question will no longer appear. (This is used instead of deleted questions, because you may
have answers associated with this question from earlier occurrences).

Click SAVE to save your custom question.

NOTES:

• Once you select a question type it cannot be changed. If you need to select a different
type, then make the current question inactive and create a new question with the
desired type.

• The answers in the text field are limited to 256 characters. If using a multi-select option
such as checkboxes the response selected will truncate at 256 characters.
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Saving you Volunteer Opportunity QuestionSaving you Volunteer Opportunity Question

If you opt to create a new Question, once you have saved it the Question ID (QU-######) will
be populated in the "Select Question" field.

Once both the Select Question and Volunteer Opportunity fields are populated, you can then
click Save to add the custom Question to the Volunteer Opportunity.

A recommended best practice for "To Be ScheduledA recommended best practice for "To Be Scheduled
Opportunities"Opportunities"
Since "To Be Scheduled" opportunities allow volunteers to schedule the time they'll volunteer
with you - a best practice is to add at least one custom question that asks the volunteer when
they'd like to serve.

Example: "We need volunteers to commit for 2 hours shifts on any Monday - Saturday from 2
p.m. - 9 pm. When would you like us to schedule you to first volunteer with us?"

This will make confirming and scheduling TBS volunteers easier for you! Once you've created
this question - you'll be able to 'recycle it' for use with other To Be Scheduled Opportunities
instead of creating the question each time.

Editing QuestionsEditing Questions

If you need to edit an existing Question, you can go to the Volunteer Opportunity Questions list
and click on the "QU-######" link.
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From the Question detail page, you can see the Volunteer Opportunities that are currently
using the Question.

You can click Edit to make the following changes:

• Question Text
• Options
• Order
• Required
• Active

NOTE: Once you select a question type it cannot be changed. If you need to select a different
type, then make the current question inactive and create a new question with the desired type.
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Creating a Skill Rating (v3)Creating a Skill Rating (v3)

Skill Ratings are associated with Contacts and Opportunities and are a necessary for Skill
Based Volunteer Searches.

They also serve as a restriction to sign-up IF you specify in the Volunteer Opportunity
Record that the skills are required.

Volunteers can control their own skill ratingsVolunteers can control their own skill ratings

When a Volunteer is logged in, they may edit their Skill Ratings from the My Account / Skills Tab.
The collapsible panels are the Skill Categories and they have a slide-bar to indicate their skill
Level.
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You can associate a skill and a 'rating' for that skill for yourYou can associate a skill and a 'rating' for that skill for your
volunteer opportunity.volunteer opportunity.

In the 'related lists' associated with each Volunteer Opportunity there is a section marked Skill
Ratings. Initially there will be no skills associated with the opportunity.

Click on "New Skill Rating" to associate this opportunity with a skill that is either recommended
or required.

Creating a new Skill RatingCreating a new Skill Rating

Use the lookup icon to look up the skill name you wish to associate with this opportunity.

In some portals, a link to a report listing of all the HOC relatedIn some portals, a link to a report listing of all the HOC related
Skills may be on the left sidebar.Skills may be on the left sidebar.
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Clicking on this link will open a report in a separate window. From here you can see the
allowable skill names you can associate with a volunteer opportunity.

Select The Skill Name - rather than the skill category when selecting a skill to associate with the
opportunity.

The HandsOn Connect Skills ReportThe HandsOn Connect Skills Report
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If this report is not available in your portal, you can find a list ofIf this report is not available in your portal, you can find a list of
all skills by logging into your account on the volunteer side ofall skills by logging into your account on the volunteer side of
the side:the side:

After selecting a skill, set the level of proficiency you wish theAfter selecting a skill, set the level of proficiency you wish the
volunteer to havevolunteer to have

The skill itself will be used in the skill category search on the public site.

The rating will only come into play if you make the skills required for the volunteer opportunity.
If so -- signup will be restricted to volunteers who match the skill profile you define and the
appropriate ratings.
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After creating a skill you can return to the volunteerAfter creating a skill you can return to the volunteer
opportunity by clicking on the Volunteer Opportunity Name (oropportunity by clicking on the Volunteer Opportunity Name (or
stay and create additional skills for this opportunity)stay and create additional skills for this opportunity)

A skill will not be required and serve as a restriction to signupA skill will not be required and serve as a restriction to signup
unless you change the value of the field "Skilled Volunteerunless you change the value of the field "Skilled Volunteer
Required"Required"

Click on edit, and change the value of the field "Skilled Volunteer Required" to Yes.
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Skilled Volunteer Search (partners)Skilled Volunteer Search (partners)

Some organizations make it possible for partners to search their volunteer database for
volunteers who match skills you associate with a volunteer opportunity. IF skilled volunteer
search is enabled in your version of the portal, you will see a button saying "Skilled
Volunteer Search" at the top of the Volunteer Opportunity Records.

If enabled, When you have a volunteer opportunity that is associated with one or more
skills, then you can run a search to find volunteers in the database who match those skills.
Once you've found a match, you can 'invite' those volunteers to look at, and sign up, for the
volunteer opportunity.

A volunteer opportunity must first have one or more skillsA volunteer opportunity must first have one or more skills
associated with it.associated with it.

This opportunity, 'Feed the Hungry" has two skill ratings associated with it. See this post on how
to add skills to a volunteer opportunity.

Note: Whether or not the skills are required is not a factor. They just need to be associated with
the volunteer opportunity.
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To launch a skilled volunteer search, click on the SkilledTo launch a skilled volunteer search, click on the Skilled
Volunteer Search button at the top of the recordVolunteer Search button at the top of the record

This will open a new window for creating the search parametersThis will open a new window for creating the search parameters

By default, the "Interest Area" associated with the opportunity will be checked and the Skill
Ratings associated with the opportunity, as well as their minimum skill level will be selected.

If you click on search now, you will get all records where: 1) The volunteer has expressly
indicated in their profile they have an interest in Hunger & Homelessness AND they have at
least the required level of either of the two skills associated with the opportunity.

You can however, fine-tune your search as follows:
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Contact FiltersContact Filters

Contact filters cut down your search results based on the answers volunteers gave in their
personal profile and in the skill-based volunteer profile.

If they have not completed their personal profile and indicated their interests -- then selecting a
filter in the 'interests' category - would filter out all volunteers who have not specified the
interest in their profile. Selecting a filter on "Availability" will rule out all volunteers who have
not completed their availability profile.

As a best practice - we recommend that you set all contact filters initially to 'None" so that you
run your search solely on the Skill Rating Filters.

Skill Rating FiltersSkill Rating Filters

4. You can additional skills to the filters by choosing the category, skill and minimum skill rating
and then clicking the ADD button.

If you wish to 'weaken' the skill rating of an existing skill, first REMOVE the existing skill, and
then ADD it with a different skill rating.

5. By default, the search will result in anyone who matches any of the selected skill ratings. To
get an "AND" search where all skills must be present, uncheck the "Search Or" box.

6. Click on the Search Button to run the search using all the specified contact and skill rating
filters.
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Search Result ScreenSearch Result Screen

The search shows us volunteers who matched the search parameter.

The % column tells us how closely they matched the search parameters (based on number of
skills they matched on.)

If you get too many search results, you can then applyIf you get too many search results, you can then apply
additional filters to the contact record to hone down the listadditional filters to the contact record to hone down the list

Now you could set a minimum age, or look for only people who indicated they were a disaster
volunteer, etc.

All the filters in this section are AND filters, so each filter you add will limit the search results a
bit more.

Sending invitations to volunteersSending invitations to volunteers
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Click on the checkboxes to the left of the volunteers you wish to send emails to, inviting them to
look at and sign up for the opportunity. This will send an email pointing them to the
opportunity.

Email Sent to Volunteers who are invitedEmail Sent to Volunteers who are invited
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Prerequisite OpportunitiesPrerequisite Opportunities

A Prerequisite Opportunity is one that a volunteer is REQUIRED to sign up for in order to
signup or express interest for another opportunity. (Example: You require volunteers for a
painting project to also attend the prerequisite 'painting training' opportunity. They will be
unable to sign up for the opportunity unless they also signup or express interest in the
training OR have attended that prerequisite in the past.

When a volunteer signs up or expresses interest in an opportunity that has a prerequisite,
they will be also automatically be directed to signup or express interest in an occurrence
the prerequisite opportunity

NOTE:NOTE: Because of the complexities of team signups, prerequisites are not compatible with
the team signup process. If an opportunity requires a prerequisite, and a volunteer signs
up as part of a team, they will NOT be automatically redirected to signup for the
prerequisite opportunity as well. We recommend that you turn off team signup for any
occurrences that are part of a volunteer opportunity that requires a prerequisite. See this
link to enable the functionality to "turn off team" if it is not present in your occurrence
records. Alternately - you can monitor when a team captain makes a connection - and
contact them, telling them they need to sign up each team member for the prerequisite
opportunity as well.

Creating a PrerequisiteCreating a Prerequisite
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On the Prerequiste page, you have the following options:

1) Prerequisite Volunteer Opportunity - Use the lookup to search for the Volunteer Opportunity
that you would like to require as the prerequisite.

2) Volunteer Opportunity - This will be pre-populated with the volunteer opportunity you were
on when you clicked on the Add Prerequisite button.

Once you have selected the Prerequisite Volunteer Opportunity, click Save.

Prerequisites on the Public SitePrerequisites on the Public Site

When a volunteer clicks sign up or express interest and the volunteer opportunity has a
prerequisite associated with it, the volunteer will be taken to the Volunteer Opportunity
Questions, if any, and then automatically taken to the Prerequisite Detail Page to sign up or
express interest in the prerequisite.
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The prerequisite page displays all the available occurrences. If a volunteer tries to select an
prerequisite occurrence for a date & time which takes place after the occurrence they initially
signed up for they will be presented with a pop-up to select an earlier occurrence.

If the Volunteer already has a connection associated with the Prerequisite Volunteer
Opportunity in Status = Confirmed or Pending Approval, and the Attendance Status is NOT
equal to "Not Attended," "Canceled," or "Declined" then the prerequisite page will NOT appear
since the volunteer has already made arrangements to complete the prerequisite.

NOTENOTE: If the prerequisite volunteer opportunity does not have any upcoming dates or dates
that occur prior to the occurrences of the related volunteer opportunities, a volunteer will not
be able to complete their registration for either the volunteer opportunity or prerequisite
volunteer opportunity. So make sure that someone is monitoring the prerequisite volunteer
opportunity to ensure that it has an adequate supply of occurrences for the volunteers.

Prerequisites in the Contact RecordPrerequisites in the Contact Record

If the PrerequisitesRelated visualforce page has been added to the page layout, then users can
view the prerequisites that a contact has made a connection to and confirm as needed.
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Enabling PrerequisitesEnabling Prerequisites

System Admins that wish to enable this functionality can follow the steps at this link.
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Occurrence Record Advanced OptionsOccurrence Record Advanced Options

There are several fields that may optionally be enabled in your occurrence record. These
allow greater control over waitlists, teams, and give information if the 'grouped occurrence'
feature is used at the volunteer opportunity level.

These fields are not visible or active by default, but can be enabled by your system
administrator if desired. System Administrators: Click here for instructions on enabling
these features if desired.

The advanced options section of the page layout may featureThe advanced options section of the page layout may feature
one or all of the following fields:one or all of the following fields:

1) Grouped Occurrences:1) Grouped Occurrences: If you have grouped occurrence functionality enabled in the Volunteer
Opportunity record, this field will show the record ID of the Grouped Series of Occurrences.

2) Include Pending for Max Attendance:2) Include Pending for Max Attendance: If you have an express interest opportunity the default
behavior is the Max Attendance cuts off based on the number of confirmed connections. (In
other words. If you set a 'maximum' of 10 50 people can express interest. But the opportunity
won't be considered full until you have confirmed 10 or more connections. By checking this box
this occurrence will be marked as full when you have 10 connections confirmed or pending. It
stops people from expressing interest sooner.

3) Maximum Waitlist:Maximum Waitlist: Putting a number in this field sets a maximum number to the number of
people who can create connections in waitlisted status. Once that number has been reached
the waitlist option will not be available. Volunteers trying to sign up will be told that it is fold and
not accepting additional volunteers at this time.

4) Turn off Waitlist:Turn off Waitlist: If you wish to turn off the waitlist all-together check the 'turn off waitlist'
checkbox. If you have the waitlist turned off there's no point to setting a value for maximum
waitlist.

5) Turn off Teams:Turn off Teams: if checked, team signup will not be available for this occurrence.
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Creating a Volunteer eventCreating a Volunteer event
Creating a Volunteer eventCreating a Volunteer event

Click on NEW on the Event object homepage and then fill out the following:

1) Give the event a name

2) An event must have a start date and end date

3) Give the event a description. (Initially you'll enter it in text form only, but you can edit it with
HTML text once the record is saved.
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Updating and Managing the Volunteer EventUpdating and Managing the Volunteer Event

Once saved, you'll see the full Volunteer Event record and its related lists.

To add rich content, images, etc to the opportunity description, click on the "Change
Description" link in the Custom Links section. (In the example above we've already used the
editor, and so now the description appears with the underlying html visible).

All Volunteer Opportunities that are associated with the event will appear in the related list
"Volunteer Opportunities"
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How to associate a Volunteer Opportunity withHow to associate a Volunteer Opportunity with
a Volunteer Eventa Volunteer Event

While you could create a volunteer opportunity for an event from its related list, this is the
hard way. Instead use the volunteer opportunity wizard to create a volunteer opportunity
that will take place during your event, and THEN associate it with the event.

First Use the Volunteer Opportunity Wizard to create aFirst Use the Volunteer Opportunity Wizard to create a
volunteer opportunityvolunteer opportunity

See the manual Working with Volunteer Opportunities for full instructions on creating volunteer
opportunities.

Associate your opportunity to the event in the Special EventAssociate your opportunity to the event in the Special Event
Information section of the opportunity record.Information section of the opportunity record.
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Click on the magnififying glass to edit this field "Volunteer Event" and look up the Event you
wish this opportunity to be a part of. Once you select the appropriate event -- the opportunity
will become part of that event and be linked to it on the public site. **Please note that the
dates for any volunteer opportunities that you associate with a volunteer event should fall
within the start date and end date specified for the volunteer event.

The field "Volunteer Event URL" will be automatically filled in for you when you save the record.
This will give you a link directly to the event page on the public site.
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Getting HelpGetting Help
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